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ABSTRACT
Presented are selected proceedings from the

Conference on Supervision of Speech and Hearing Programs in the
Schools (Bloomington, Indiana, June 15-26, 1970), attended by state
and local school supervisors of speech, language and hearing programs
and by university personnel with a special interest in supervision.
Purpose of the conference was to emphasize the need for supervision
of such programs, to examine the role and responsibilities of
supervisory personnel in the schools, and to consider the kind of
training which might best prepare them for such a role. Papers
discuss the role of the clinician in exploiting the potential of
public school therapy, leadership behavior and group effectiveness,
procedures for counting and charting a target phoneme, the clinical
process and qualities which characterize a good clinician, human
relationships in supervision, federal support for speech and hearing,
and program planning and evaluation to achie.ie accountability. Also
included are the text of a panel discussion on the training of
supervisors and consensus statements resulting from small group
discussions on five topics related to rationale for, role and
characteristics of the supervisor. (KW)
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Conference on Supervision of speech and
Hearing Programs in the Schools

Speech and Hearing Canter
TMDIANA UNIVERSIT7
June 15-26, 1970

Monday, June 15

"It is recommended that, becauee of the fruitfulness
of this conference, efforte should be continued to

investigate the important issues identified here
and to encourage interest in the area of eupervieion

of epeech and hearing in the schoo1s."1

9;00-9:30 Registration and Coffee

9:30-10:00 Opening Rsmarks--Dr. Jean L. Anderson, Indiana
University, Conference Director

Welcome--Dr. Kennon H. Shank, Director, Speech
and Hearing Center, Indiana University

10:00-11:30 P.S. 1970 - How to Edploit the Potential--Dr. Frederic
Darley, Consulten;; in Speech Patholoey, Mayo Clinic,
Moohester, Minnesota

* * *

1:00-1=45 Group Discussions Rooms 73, 157, iS
2:00-2:45
3:00-3:45 TQni I - What are the benefits to a epeedh and

hearing program resulting from the employment of
a eupervisor? (Can we develop a rationale to
aupport the employment of a supervisor?)

70121c_TI - What doustitutes the Job of supervisor

in the echools7 (Can we develop a job description?)

- What are the oharacteristice me loCk for

in a aupervisee? (Can we develop a profile of the
ideal clinician for the echoole--knowledge, dkills,
personal factors?)

7:30 Social Adtivity

'This and other quotations: are taken from the Summary and
Recommendation's section of the Proceedings of an Inetitute_on

n t
held at Indiana Uni_ ratty in June 19.- cliniciane, supervisors
and university personnel in the State of Indiana.



Tuesday, June 16

"Although the supervisor of speech and hearing may
function both as an administrator and supervisor,
he is chiefly a leader of professional personnel
and, as such, must be responsible for the develop-
ment of common philosobles and beliefs about the
therapy program and its goals."

9:00-12:00 The Hole of Leadugh12--Dr. Joseph Reitz, School of
Businese, Indiana University

"The supervisor of speech and hearing must function
within the administrative structure of the school
system in which he is employed. (Speech and hearing
clinicians in the schools must be participants in
the total educational program and this philosophy
should be reflected in the way the supervisir per-
forme hie dutias.)"

1:30-2:30 Innovation Io_the Schools of the FutureDr. John J.
Horvat, Assistant Dean for Administration, School of
Education, Indiana Univereity

2:30-4:00 Group Discussion--The Leadershi Role of thoS.erri.r
in Innovative Programmingjag_agech_and Hearing
(Sharing ideas about needs and methoda of implementation
of new programmingTHINK BIG!)

Prolp Af-Room 73--Lelasm-Nr. Freeerio Wolf, RoCkland
County (New York) Speech and Hearing Center
Becorda-Nre. Linda Ramsey, Alachua County (Florida)
Schoole

Group B-Room 157--1,1W2x4fr'. Robert Wedl, Minnesota
Department of Education
Recorder-Miss Betty Mouk, Cincinnati (Ohio) Schools

Group C-Room 1$--T -Nrs. Eathleen Pendergast,
Seattle (Washington ) Schoole
Recorder-Nrs. Barbara Nhrray, Council Bluffs (Iowa)
Schools

4:00-4:30 Leaders and Recorders meet to draft statement.



Wedneeday, June 17

"Supervision requires a) the effective use of

techniques and b) sound principles of management.

Supervisors are responsible for the overall

program but the decieion-making process, involv-

ing both staff and supervieor, becomes the

primary means of accompliehing the various

goals ot the program."

9:00-11 0 Setting_Ctives and Problem SolvingDr. John. F.

Mee, Dean of the Division of Genel'al and Technical

Studies and Mead Johnson Professor of Management,

School of Business, Indiana University

* * *

2:00-330 Group DiscussionEffective Relationshi o With_School

Administrators
(On applications for this Conferenue and on a question-

naire sent to eupervisors in programs throughout the

country a very frequently mentioned concern was that

of communication with school administrators about the

objectives and operation of speech and hearing pro-

grams. This eession will be devoted to exchanging

ideas and formulating methods of relating to educators

at local, state and national levels.)

GKowt AcRo9m_D7-Leader-Mr. St-n Dublinake, Iowa

Department of Education
Peeorder-Mies Nancy Chambere San Antonio (Texas)

Schools

GrounB7Room 157--Ieadvr-Mr. Donald Keeney, Merced

(California) Schools
Recorder-Miss Carol Thomas, Niaskegon (Michigan) Schools

Group C-Room 18--Ieader-Nr. Tom Costello, Weetmoreland

County (Pennsylvania) Schools
Rsoorder-VIes Frances Johneon, University of Illinois

3:30 Leaders and Recorders meet to draft statement.

EVening Session - Poplare Room--Poplare Hotel

8:00-10M _us_m_t_pj_9Lailduntasst-e--ii
Deader-Mr. Glenn Smith, Coordinator, Speech and Hearing,

Orange County, California, Department of Education

vii



Thursday, June

8:30-10:00

10:30-12:00

18

"The therapy process is a multi-dimensional process
from the viewpoint of technical skill, behavior
modification, the interpersonal process and the
differences of thoee individuals who c.-sue to the
clinician. It is apparent, then, that one
'method' is not aufficient to do 'good' therapy."

The Clinical Process Bationale,Dr. William
Diedrich, Professor of Speech Pathology, University
of Kansas Nedical Center

Functional Analveis--Dr. Diedrich

* *

1:30-3:00 12.222.&x_pg_Ling Charting_ TherapY Progre8A--Dr. Diedrich

3: 30-5:00 Sunervieicii ProceduresDr. Diedrich

* * *

5:30-7:30 Social Hour--Raintree Room--Poplare Hotel

********************

Friday, June 19

8:30-10:00 Bhlti-dimensional_Scoring SvOtem--Dr. William Diedrich

10:30-12:00 goarjag_ILeraoy--Dr. Diedrich

* * *

1:30-4:30 Scoring_Themy--Dr. Diedrich

viii



Monday, June 22

"The supervisor must be able to apply certain technlques
of group leadership, should have the ability to impart
his akille and techniques to others, and should have a
genuine interest in the welfare of others."

9:30-12:00 Croup pOlfamics in_Supervision--Dr. Ronald Sommere,
Director, Speech and Hearing Center, Temple Cniversit:r

*4434

1:30-3:00 Practical Aspect° of_Grocp_Dvnamica in _Superziglaa--
Dr. Sommers

3:30-4:30 Group Work Seseione

************* *** *

Tuesday, June 23

"It Is recommended that research be initiated to
investigate the supervisory proceoe as it relates
to speech and hearing therapy."

9:00-11:30 A_Cloae Loo4 at the Clinical Procesy--Dr. Daniel Boone,
Director, Speech and Hearing Center, Denver University

1:00-2:30 Demonstratioa_snd FractlagLItilatluisa_lbg_211n1211
Process--Dr. Boone

3:00 Group Work Sessions

Evening Session - Boom le, Speech and Hearing Center

8:00-10:00 Supervision of the ParaProfeisslonal--Deadgg--Dr. Richard
Ham, Director, Speech and Hearing Clinic, Ohio
University



Wednasday, June 24

9:00-10:00 Federal Zupoort_for_Sooech and Hearing - Now and the
FutureNies Nary Ann Clark, Educational Specialist,
Bureau of Education for the Handicapped

10:00-12:00 Group Work Session--work on finalizi,,g statements from
previous group discussions

"It is recommended that the opeeoll and healing training
programs investigate the types of training required for
supervision of speech and hearing Rnd initiate programs
to prepare supervisory personnel."

1:30-3:00 Panel DiscussionTraining af_Sunervisors_of Speech_ and
ELIAMILIK_Er2gERME_Ih the St11.20.11.

ModeratorDr. Kennon Shank, Director, Speech and
Hearing Center, Indiana University

Hies Mary Wood, Speech and Hearing Clinic, University
of Texas
Dr. Theodore Peters, Department of Communicative
Disorders, University of Wisconsin
Ws. Bette Spriestersbach, Speech and Hearing Darner,
University of Iowa

3:00-3:30 Group Formulation of a Consensus Statement on Training
of Supervisors

********************

Thursday, June 25

9:3012:00 H.,n; Relationshi in S lei --Dr. Norman Kagan,
Free:actor, Department of Counseling, Personnel Services
and Educational Psychology, Michigan State University

* * *

1:30-3:30 Hunian ontinued)--Dr. Kagan

* * *

9:30 Social Hour and DinnerHoliday Inn



Friday, June 26

"It is recommended that professional organizations
interested in the speech and hearing impaired and
professional educational organizations inter-relate
at both state and national levels to resolve some
of the problems which Seem to exist in providing
speech and hearing services in the schools."

9:00-10:00 ASHAls Perspective on Supervisipn_of Spee_ch and Hearing
Programs_in the Schools--Yiss Thelma Albritton,
Associate Secretary, American Speech and Hearing
Association

1:00-12:00 Fresentation of group statements

12:00 Adjournment

xi
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FOREWORD

In the years that speech pathology and audiology has existed

as a profeesion much effort has been expended in the investigation

of the etiology and treatment of communication problems and the

training of personnel to d_al with such problems. However, the

techniques of supervision as they might be applied to the training

of personnel or to the provision oi services to the communicatively

impaired have only recently come into focus as a topic for concern.

The lack of supervision in
particularly acute in the schools

where frequently we find large numbers of clinicians working without

coordination of their activities or with direction from individuals

whose training and experience has been in another area. In addition,

those relatively few individuals who presently hold positions as

supervisors have had little or no specific preparation for their

responsibilities.

The Conference on Supervision of Speech and Hearing Programs

in the Schoole which is reported here was an effort to emphasize

the need for supervision or coordination a epeech, language and

hearing programs in the schools, to direct attention to the role

and responsibilities of those individuals now employed in eupervieory

positions in the echoole and to investigate the kind of training

which might prepare them for such positions.

The Conference was preceded by several other endeavors related

to the topic of supervision. In the nummer of 1966, a Special Stady

Inetitute on Supervision of Speech and Hearing Programs in the Pal/0



Schools, eponsorad by the Indians Division of Special Education and

planned by personnel from the pUblic ochoolo and from the four

university training programs in the state, was held at Indiana

Univeroity for school and university personnel within the 'state.

This was followed in the summer of 1969 by a Special Study Institute

on the Supervioion of Student Teaching in Speech and Hearing, again

planned by personnel from the Division of Special Education, the

university programs and the schoolo, and held at Purdue University.

Because of the interest that wae evidenced by individuals fram outside

the otate in these activities and their resulting publications it wao

obvious that the concerns about oupervision in the schoolo and the

need for study of the topic were not confined to the state of Indiana

but were, indeed, a nation-wide concern.

Further proof of the significance of the topic of oupervision at

this time came from personnel of the Bureau of Education for the

Handicapped of the U. S. Office of Education and the American Speech

and Hearing k0000lation. And, if more evidence had been needed, it

came from the responses to the announcement of the Conference and to

a questionnaire which was sent to supervisors throughout the country

prior to the Conference. The mere fact of the great number of

responses cannot begin to reflect the interest. The comments written

on both applications and questionnaires revealed a concern for the

status of speech and hearing programs in the ochools and the need

for supervision of ouch programs, an urgent desire to communicate

with other supervisors, and sincere support for the Conference, even

from those who -ould not attend.

riv
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Participants in the Conference were chosen from three groups--

state and local school supervisors of speech, language and hearing

programs, and-univer ity personnel who have a special inteast in

supervision. The program included contributione from speech pathol

ogy concerning the clinical precess and from the areas of psychology,

education, and business management, all of which have studied the

supervisory process as it relates to their own field. In addition

to the presentations of the invited speakers, presentations were

made by certain members of the group. There were nume ous oppor

tunities for group discussion and, always, a generoue sharing of

information by all participants.

The proceedings of the entire two weeks cannot be presented in

this publication. It is hoped that, from those portions which are

presented here, some readers will gain new insights into the

supervisory proceee as it applies to speech, language and hearing

therapy; that some will become concerned about the need for employing

supervisors in speech, language and hearing programs in the schools;

that others will be alerted to the need for training supervisors who

can assist clinicians in providing better services to children with

communication problems; and that each reader will do whatever he can

within his aim situation to promote the training and employment of

supervisors of opeech, language and hearing programs in the schools.

Unfortunately, no publication could ever capture the interest

and the cooperative spirit of the fine group of people who attended

the Conference and contributed so greatly to its success.

13



EA, 1970 - How to Uploit the Potential

Frederic L. Darley, Ph.D.

I believe we have at our disposal the ingredients of a very

succeesful professional endeavor, the goal of which is a really

significant contribution to the general welfare. The PreaMble to

our Constitution states that one reason why we organized the United

States of America was to "provide for the general welfar in our

work we are implementing that.

It was not eveI 'qius. In an earlier day aberrant communicative

behavior was not viewed as something to be looked upon with compaesion

and treated; rather, it was viewed with suepicion, distrust, scorn,

and fear. To illustrate the point, I would like to read a few para-

graphs from the book Prscioue Bain by Mary Webb. The main charactar

in thie book is a girl named Prudence Sarn, who lives in the Shrop:t

country of England. She is in love with a man named Heater Woodeeavee.

The trouble is that Prudence has an unrepaired cleft of the lip. In

this book we get a picture or what it meant in an earlier day to be

such an obviously handicapped person.

Prudence, a country dweller, is visiting the town of Lullingford

and she tells us about the reception she got at a tavern:

"We went into the MUg of Oider for a enack. Ten or a dozen

old man sat without. Each one was holding a great pewter

tankard, and they were roaring out of the top of their voioes.

But when me were come by theme old ancients, every one held

his mug where it was, and etopped in his singing, and el eat

with his mouth open and his eyes fast on me. There they sat,

with the inn behind them and the frosty sunehine on their old,

red veiny faces and a kind of frittened Iodic. Au we passed

the bench, everr head of them came around Slow, and the score

or so of eyes stared slantwise over the rime of their cups, as

young owls will stare and turn their heads, watching you over

their feather's.
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"As we went through the dark door:lay with its doors studded
with nails like a prison, and came into the inn parlor, where
sat the more genteel, I saw their looks fastened on me, too,
but more shyly. All of them lonked up, quiet and careful but
very curious, at me. All on a sudden I knew that all these
foik, the grand ones within and the old fellows without,
were staring at my hare-shotten lip. They mere thinking,
according to their station and learning--

"Here's a queer, outlandish creature!'
"'This is a woman out of a show, surely to goodness!'
"Here be a wench turns into a hare by night.'
"Her's a witch, an ugly, L. -e-shotten witch.'

"Maybe in the tuthree times I'd come to Lullingford in the pant
they'd stared eo, but then I was but a child and didna see. . .

"The folk inside looked at each other and I wished I could die.
For all the bitter cold and my thin gown and us being far from
the fire, I was all in a swelter. For indeed I loved my kind
and would lief they had loved me, and I felt a friendliness for
the drovers and the gentry, and the host and his miseue. For
they were part of my outing and part of Lullingford and of the
world,. . . . C would lief have ridden forth and seen new folic,
new roads, new hamlets, children playing on atrange village
greens, unknown ';() me as if they were fairies, come there I
knew not whence nor how, singing their song and running away
into the duak; old folks wending their way along paths in
meadows of Which I know not so much as the name of the owner,
to churches deep in treen with all the belle a-ringing,. . . .

Ah, I should dearly ha' liked that. Only the gist of it must
ever be that the old folk looked kind as they saw me go by,
and the children amiled or threw me a blossom, and that when
I came to inn or tavern they'd sgy, 'Draw into the fire now,
dear leart, for night thickens.' Ah, I'd dearly ha' liked that!

"This made it all the more; of a shocking thing to Me that the
real world was thus toward me, for living so apart I had not
truly felt my grief afore. But now I knew that I was fast
bourd In mieery and iron, as the Book saith. Ah, prisoned
beyond a door to which the great nailed door of the inn was
but paper!"

So, in an earlier day this sort of problem was viewed with euspi-

cion and fear. It was not dealt with with compassion bat with cruel

misunderstanding.

I'd like to read another selection, this one from Samuel Butler's

bodk, The iity of All Flesh. Published in 1903, this book punched the
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last nails into the coffin of Victorianism with all of the rigidities

and cruelties which that system implied, especially with regard to

treatment by parents of children. It was a rigid and personal

autocracy of parents over their children. The charactere in this

part of this autobiographical novel are foar-yoar-old Ernest

Pontifex; his father, the Reverend Theobald Pontifex; his mother,

Christina Fontifex; and his brother, Joey. The events are related

by the narrator, Overton:

"I was there on a Sunday and observed the rigor with which the
young people were taught to observe the Sabbath. One trat
only was allowed them--on Sunday evenings they might choose
their own hymns.

"In the course of the evening they came into the drawing-room,
and, as an especial treat, were to sing some of their hymns to
me, instead of saying them, so that I might hear now nicely
they sang. Ernest wag' to choose the first hymn, and he acme
one about some people who were to come to the sunset tree. I

am no botanist, and do not izlow what kind of tree a sunset
tree is, but the words began, "Come, come, come; come to the
:meet tree, for the day is past and gone.n The tune was
rather pretty and had taken Eimest's fancy, for he wee unusually
fond of maple and had a sweet little ehild's voice which he
liked using.

He was however, very late in being able to sound a hard "c"
and instead of saying "Come" he said "Tum, tum, tum."

Ernest,' eaid Theobald, from the armchair in front of the fire,
where he was sitting with hie bands folded before him, 'don't
you think it would be very nice If you were to say 'come' like
other people, instead of 'tuna"?'

"I do say tum,' replied Ernest meaning that he had said
"come "

Theobald noticf7d the fact that he was being contradicted in a
moment. He got up from his armchair and went to the piano.

Ernest, you don't,' he said, 'you say nothing of the
you say itum' not 'come.' Now say 'come after me as I do.'

"Turn,' said Ernest, at once; 'is that better?' I have no doubt
he thought it wae, but it was not.



"Now, Ernest, you are not taking painst you are not trying
as you ought to do. It ie high time you learned to eey 'come';
why Joey can oay !come,' can't you Joey?'

"Yeth, I can,' replied Joey, and he eaid something which vas not
far off 'come.'

"There, Ernest, you hear that? There's no difficulty about it,
nor shadow of difficulty. Now, take your own time, think about
it, and eay 'come' after me.'

"The boy remained silent a few seconds and then eaid 'tum' again.

"1 laughed, but Theobald turned to me impatiently and said,
'Please do not laugh, Overton; it will make the boy think it
does not matter, and it matters a great deal;' hen turning
to Ernest he said, 'Now, Ernest, I will give yer. one more
chance, and if you don't say 'come,' I shall knct that you
are self-willed and naughty.'

"He looked very angry, and a shade came over ErnesT faces like
that which comes upon the face of a puppy when it i aing scolded
without underotanding why. The child saw well what coming
now, was frightened, and, of couree, said 'tum' once more.

"Very well, Ernest,' said his father, catching him a ,rily by
the shoulder. II have done my beet to save you, but if y-u will
have it so, you will,' and he lugged the little wretch, crying by
anticipation, out of the room. A few minutes more and we could
hear screams coming from the dining-room, across the hell 1r' ,ch

eeparated the drawing-room from the dining-room, and knP- ,nat
poor Ernest was being beaten."

Today we view these differences differently, and we gird ourselves

to reduce those differences that make a difference. The success of our

effort, I think, depends upon skillful nurturing and blending of certain

ingredients. What are they?

The first of them Jo love. I believe our people are characterized

by an other-orientation; not an inward-orientation or a self-orientation

but an other-orientation: And they view others with compassion. Our

people are willing to eacrifice something of themeelves. They try to

seek out othere and their problems rather than shun them. They try to
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understand these problems rather than ridicule them. They oympathize

rather than scorn, and they help rather thaa punish. This is charac

terlstic of what has been called the therapeutic attitude.

In his new book Ihe Crime of Pupishment Karl NSnninger teaks about

the therapeutic attitude: "All of the participants in this effort to

bring about a favorable change in the patient, that is, in his vital

balance and life program, are imbued with what we may call a therapeutic

attitude. Thiel is one of direct antithesis te attitudes of avoidance,

ridicule, scorn, or punitiveness. Hostile feelings toward the subject,

however juatified by his unpleasant and even destructive behavior, are

not in the curriculum of therapy or in the therapist."

Perhaps the current crop of clinicians, more than in earlier

generatiene, has this kind of drive--that is to say, love as the

motivator. I think our youth have moved away from what might be

ealled a goal orientation such as to find a career, get a degree,

get a job, get money in the bank, get security, get food and ehelter,

etc. Our aociety trie0 to provide a lot of this almost automatically.

Since many of these things are guaranteed, our youth do not have their

eyes set on them. They don't set their eyes on aome distant future

but they want--rieht Egmr,--to play a role and get involved. They are

role-oriented and not distantgoal,oriented. And eo it seems to me

that, perhaps even more than in the past, they want to get involved;

they want to find an identity through hooking up with other people.

They find their self image and mold it through positive interaction

with other people. They want to share their abilities. They want to

share themselves. They are milling to rink themselves to experiment.

They are willing to engage in a work that involves commitment.
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The Apootie Paul eaid, "Love is not arrogant or rude. Love bears

all things, believes all things, endures all things" and that is really

what we're talking about. This is a very powerful ingredient in any

endeavrir. Love really changes our livee. It is dynamic. It seeme

to me that love is the firet ingredient in what we do.

Now I left one thing out of Faul'S 1=st. He said, "Love hopes

all things." And that in the second ingredient--hope.

Again let me quote from Dr. Henninger: "Ther e. ie another element

in the therapeutif- attitude. It in the quality of hopefulnese. If no

one believee the patient can get well if no one, not even the doctor,

has any hope, there probably won't be any recovery. Hope ie just as

important as love in the therapeutic attitude." It appears that Dr.

Nenninger is redoing the Bible, going back to the basice that Paul

talked about.

In our work we are convinced that behavior 10 capable of change,

that children can do better if they are shown how. Parente usually

aren't really malicioue and they aren't really out to do harm. They

are usually just poorly informed. But they are capable of learning

and they can change and exert positive influences, not neceeearily

negative ones. And so we express our conviction about these things

through an encouraging attitude. We axe optimistio. We v-Tbalize

expectations of improvement and success in the work that 'ire do and

in our contacts with children and their parents.

Lest you have forgotten it, I would like to review for you a study

that got at this, not in the case of children but in the case of adults

with aphasia. Dr. Nargaret Staicheff (1960), who conducted the study,
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wata interested in knowing whether one can change the performance of

aphasic patients by the kinde of instructions one givee them. She

divided a total of 42 patients into three groups, which were equated

in their capacity to do some simple verbal teaks, naming pictures,

or reading words. The first group of 14 pati nts was subjected to

what we called the eneouraoing condition. The experimenter approached

them with a smile and told them she was sure they were going to do

jdet fine and, as she met them on three successive days, she would

say, "My, I was pleased with how well it went yesterday. It was just

splendid. I was pleased you did so well and I'm sure you can do even

better today." She smiled a lot and during the 30-item teak injected

eight to ton positive comments like, "Tee, that's right" or "Good"

s coming better now."

A second group of 14 patients was subjected to what was called

the silge9mragigg condition. The same experimenter came at it

differently. She was grim. She did not smile. She let them know

that She was diaappointed. She told them from day to dsy, "It was

very hard for you yesterday. I'm surprised at how much trodble yo_

had. I don't supporle it will be any eaeier today." During the teak

she injected eight to ten negative remarks like: "No" or "That's

not right" or "It seem to be taking longer and longer, doesn't it?"

The third group was sUbjected to a newtral condition. They were

neither praised nor blemed. They were not told whether they had

succeeded or failed. They were just told each day, "We have more of

tho same things to do; let's do them."
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How did the etudy come out? At the beginning the three groupe

performed similarly. But after three days of such exposure those in

the encouraging condition performed eignificantly better than those in

the discouraging condition, with thooe in the neutral condition falling

in between, closer to the encouraging than to the discouraging. We

also aaked the patients how they thought they did.- Those in the

encouraging condition thought they did well liked Dr. Staicheff a

lot, and hated to see the experience oome to an end. nose in the

discouraging condition thought they did terribly. They disliked'

Dr. Staicheff and some of them just about didn't return for the final

session. One spouse reported that her hueband lay awdke all night

trying to decide whether to come back and see t Email again.

A significant point is that these were not brand new aphasic pa-

tients. The mean duration of their aphaeia was 12i monthe. They were

exposed to these-conditions for no more than about 30 minutes a day

for three days. In this brief time it was possible to manipulate

their behavior in the desired direction. I thihk the implications

f the study are significant, and they are significant for every-

pedagogue everywhere. We change behavior best by an encouraging

approach rather than a punitive one. The threat of failure

constitutes a poor approach. The encouraging attitude, furniehing

information about 134C000s, VotkS.

The third ingredient: I think the clinical situation provides a

model for growth. A therapy eession can be a microcosm of-can

-represent in minlattire--4hat goes on in the macrocosm of the world.

We can de in the olinid things that will have great implications
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outside the clinic and give a person a taste of what it might be like

to behave like that outside. We oan build, through therapy, happiness

into the lives of people. We can build character. We can show the

pereon we are working with that he ien't the only one who has a

problem; everyone has a problem, and people learn to cope with their

problems. We can demonstrate that the clinician, confronted eometimee

by certain kinds of unfortunate behavior and strong feelings on the

part of the patient, can handle those behaviors and feelings. He

isn't done in by etrong feelings directed at him nor by his own

feelings. As he handles them, so can the patient.

The clinician can demonstrate the joy of doing a workman-like job.

The clinician can demonstrate dependability. He can demonstrate

faithfulness. He oan demonstrate conscientiousness and thoroughness.

He can demonstrate respect for other people arid self discipline. The

client can learn from all of this. Surely the actione of the clinician

speak louder than all of his words.

e the fourth ingredient, we have the reeource of technical

Skill which the clinician brings. He has soMa know-how regarding

clinical proceduree-what to do and how to do it. He has a grasp of

what "normal" is; he has some understanding of the range of normal and

some understanding of what constitutes an impairment and a handicap.

He has developed a feel for reward as a technique and a vehicle for

reinforcemant of the behavior desired. He has developed a kind of

sophistication as a listener. He can listen to the speech of youngsters

and discern what's wrong. He can do another kind of listening, too;

he can lieten to what patients tell him, r mean he can lieten and hear

what is said and intervret it.
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Now these akille are not fully developed. They require pra ice;

they require sharpening up and honing down. A clinician has to find

out the limits and the values of his procedures; what the power of a

test is and its limitations. He needo to broaden his concept of

normal. He needs ever more uner ingly to perceive the motivations

and the hangupo of his patients. While he is doing that, he ie

learning more about his own motivations, biases, weaknesses, and

hangups. Then, of course, there are alwaye coming along new techniques,

instruments, and procedures to which clinicians need to be introduced

eo that their armamentarium will keep enlarging. This requires

continuing education which those in supervision can provide, and so

we have workshops, sh rt courses, long courses and seminars.

Our goal in working with the clinicians in our school systems is

not to help them take a set of technical skills brought from the

university and somehow congeal these. Rather we must try to keep

them fluid and growing and eternally improving. Our goal.is not to

making them like the character of Morrison in Joseph Conrad's novel

Viotery.

Victory is the story of Axel Heist and his love for Lena. He took

Lena away from a very unhappy situation to a tropical island. In their

days together he told her about his life and his good friend Morrieon.

Morrison was obsessed with the idea that the low-grade coal on the

ieland of Samburan could be mined and Shippedsomewhere. Surely there

was somebody who would buy it. Morrison was going to make his fortune

and Axel's fortune, and everybody's fortune. So he went off to Europe

to undertake this grand endeavor--and he died.
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Axel says of Morrison: fiHe wao the sort of mar . to whom you can't

explain anything. He was extremely eeneitive, and it would have bean

a tigerish thing to do to mnngle his delicate feelings by the sort of

plain speaking 'ihat would have been necessary. His mind wee like a

white-walled, pure chamber, fUrniehed with, say, six straw-bottomed

chairs, and he was always placing and displacing them In va.:loue

combinations. But they ware always the same ohairo. He was extremely

easy to live with; but then he got hold nr this coal idea--or, rather,

the idea got hold of him. It entered into that scantily furniehed

chamber of which I have just Spoken, and sat on all the chairs. There

wao no dislodging it1

So, well taught by our profeosoro, we emerge fr m training with a

mind full of chaire. The trouble with Morrison, as Conrad points out,

was that however he might place and displace or rearrange the chairs,

they were alwayo the eame chairs. So, if we and those we supervise

do nothing but ohuffle the furniture about, we run out of combinations.

We begin looking at what we are doing; we May get bored; and we get

defenoive. We need not, however, be atm& with this fUrniture and have

to keep ohuffling it around. We can organize ourselves oompletely

differently. We are not confined to a static set of facts and techniquee

whi h we must keep nicely glued in place. We oan put things together

new ways, recognize inconsistenoieo, disoern gape, at* aearching

questions. We can discard some of the furniture and acquire new

furniture, get some new Upholstery, perhapS acquire a whole new Suite

sometimes.
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This particular ingredient is the clinician's ingenuity, his skill,

and hie ability to have all he knowa shaped and kept fluid and growing

and changing so that, unlike Morrison, he is not stuck with the same

equipment everlaetingly but can do new and more interesting things.

We can help our growing clinicians upholster their chairs and reup-

holeter them and ultimately get them a new suite.

The fifth ingredient is the opportunity of time. It is very nice

that the schools have allotted ue a quota of time In which to bring

about some changes in certain youngsters. The queetion is whether

we can schedule thin time no that our impaot ie focused, not diffuse;

so that our influence is enduring not transitory. It is reaseuring

that the mood within the public schools is in the direotion of smaller

caaeloade, more individual work, longer sessions. For too long we

have been plagued with a philosophy or at least a practice in speech

correction analogous to the dootrine of homeopathy in medicine. The

leader of the homeopathic medicine movement, a man named Hahnemann,

died a millionaire in 1843. He led a eohool of thought about the usc

of drugs to elicit in the patient the illness which one was trying to

prevent, actually a kind of forerunner of vaccination. But one of the

curious features of this school wass the theory of dosages the effects

of the drug become more powerful the smaller the dose that is given. .

Thie if the "theory of potency." "Small doses kindle vital capacities

moderate doees increase them, and the largest doses remove them." So

since email doees kindle vital capacities, these practitioners believed

in tho infinite dilatability of their medication. This led to a lot of

derision among doctore and it certainly must have led to bitter resentment
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among druggists. For liquid drugs Hahnemann recommended the 30th

potency, the 30th dilution, you might eay. You do it this way: Teko

two drops ef a liquid medication and dissolve it in 99 drops of alcohol.

That is the first potency or the firet dilution. Then take one drop of

thet and dilute it in 99 drops of alcohol. This is the second potency

or the second dilution. Then take one drop of that, and dilute it in

99 drops or alcohol to make your third dilution. You repeat thie until

you get down to the 30th dilution or potency. That is the one you use

because, you know, "small doses kindle vital capacities." One of the

critics of that day maid that the administration of a homeopathic

mudicine was like trying to put out a raging fire by "elyly injecting

one of ite windowo, onus in every few minutes, a spoonful of water

containing a globule (tenth dilution) of a Solution of a grain of

acme suffocative chemical substance." Oaetiglioni in his Hietorv 2g

Medicine mays that one benefit that grew out of the school of homeo-

pathic medicine was that physioians learned that diseases often did

better when exposed to fewer remedies or to n ne. We agree that some

speech deviatione disappear When no remedy ie applied, but of course

we know this cannot be said of moat opeech handicaps with which me

concern oureelves. Surely we muet avoid the riek of being viewed as

homeopaths in speech therapy, Somehow believing in the efficiency of

speech therapy Infinitely dilut. Our effort should be to bring

influence to bear on a child with Ouch concentration, ouch intensity,

such perseverance, that his habits will change and new behavior will

become fixed In minimum time with minimum inoonvenience.

2 b
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Sixth, and last, and perhaps the moot prioeless ingredient of our

potential in public school speech correction, is that the clinician

possesses not only heart, not only a pocketful of dkills, but also a

mind. He thinks. He knows that the disordered behavior he has to deal

with le complex behavior; it has multiple determinants. Some of these

determinant's are anatomic. Some of them are physiologic. Some are

chemical, others anthropologic, eociologic or psyohoftoial, genetic,

linguistic, psychiatric. He knows that to understand disordered

communioation requirea a comprehensive view of the behavior of an

individual in a family in a sooiety with a culture which hao a

tradition. All of this requires a lot of knowledge, understanding,

and wisdom.

Of course the olinioian also hoe learned that although this

behavior is complicated, it is lawful. It is understandable. It is

analyzable. It is not inscrutable, not hanhazard. It isn't just

coincidental or acoidental. It ie not oaprioious. He knows he can

meaoure things and find out how things got to be. Measurable causes

underlie measurable observable phenomena. There is a unity in the

whole world and oertain lawe underlie everything in the world. So the

clinician has learned to Iodic for orderliness, for causation. He loCke

for the variables that enter into this mix.

He has learned to azik a lot of questions. We help him to aak otherm

NMI questions, for one thing. What is the child doing? What can't the

child do? What ia Mbm doing? What are they doing together? What's

going on? And the clinician also elks a lot of gar queoecione. Why

can he do this but not that? Why can't he produce that mound in these

27
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words for me? After eix years of therapy why is he still unable to

carry it over into conversation? Is this artieu3ation problem perhaps

part of a more comprehensive problem, a language proceosing problem?

The clinician extends his horizons in hie oonceptualization of the

problem; he Belo shy qeestions conoerning auditory discrimination,

auditory reception, auditory memory, auditory sequenoing, auditory

fusion, and auditory oloeure. And the clinician mike Ahz questions

About the ohild's ability to program motor sets. Although the child

can program simple ones, why can't he program eequenoes of them?

Although he can produce a posture for a sound or a syllable, Why

can't he produce a sequence of poptures? Does he display an apraxia

of speech?

The olinician knows that although he must aek many why questions

covering a wide area, in the end he must develop a working hypotheeis.

He must dg something for this youngster and it must be focused. The

principle of parsimony helpe him trim down his multiple hypothesis to

a single working hypotheeis end focus his therapy In terms of it. Then

he oan critically test that hypothesie it therapy. That is what he is

doing asChe works, gathering data to support his hypothesis. Under

what oonditione can the child perform ae desired? The clinician will

manipulate the parameters and observe the effects. How does the child

perform with amplifioation, with making? How does he perform with

visual monitoring of hie performanoe? Does he perform differently

without it? How does he perform with and without a visible model?

How doss he perform when he is required to slow his performance, when .

latency ie forced upon him? How does he perform when we vary the

28
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number of 'stimuli Gnd the number or responses? Does he do better when

we give him ons stimulue and he makes one responee, or when we give him

one stimulus and he makes three rseponses, or when we give him three

stimuli-and he makes one reeponse, or some other combination? Here

we have an inquiring, searching, investigating clinician, not just

parroting what he has been taught but going on from there.

We aek ourselves, "Where does new knowledge come from?" It may

end in a book but it surely didn't start there. It etarted with some

kind of question, some kind of itch that somebody scratched. I believe

firmly that there is no diohotomy between clinical work and reeearch.

Research is not what Ph.D.'s do in the laboratory. Research is

planned, systematin observation in a controlled ;situation with manipu-

lation of relevant variablee and objective recording of the result.

And who can do that? Everyone can do that. We all can. The public

sohool clinician oan be helped to see that he ie in a marvelous

position to partiapate. The best reason why he aan be an important

participator in this queet is that he is where the action is. He is

whore the patients are. Emerson said, "We are as much gainers by

finding a new property in the old world as by acquiring a new planet."

W4 can't all be astronauts, but we can all serve mankind in our clinioal-

repearah day-to-day endeavors. We should, ae surervisore, help others

do this.

We see that we have prioeless, indispensable, Sure-fire ingredien a

for a successful professional endeavor in pUblio school therapy. The

outcome depende upon all of us doing our jobs well in training and in

supervising. The supervisor may gall be the catalyst who makes everything
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happen and coma out right. Dr. Theodore Mitau, head of the Minnesota

State College System, reoently said, "A society that treasures orderly

change and adknowledges the urgent need to releages the creative impulse

can ill afford to leave teaching to the uninspired and ill-informed."

The supervisor must supply some of the information and much of the

inepiration and imbue the profession of public school speech therapy

with a new sense of drive, of dignity, of pride, and of commitment.
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Leadershin And Grout, Efflotiveneea

H. Joseph Reitz, Ph.D.

I'd like to talk to you today about some of the things that we've

been able to find out over ths peat 30 or AO years of syatematio social

soience reaearoh in the field of leadershipfindings that apply to

leadership in any kind of an organization. I'm not going to present

you with a cookbook liat on how to lead or waya to fool people or to

get people to do everything you want them to do. You and I know that

leadership is a much more oomplex aotivity than that, dependent on the

situation and the nature of the people involved. Hy goal ie to present

you with some data and with aome attitudes that, upon refleotion over

a period of a few weeks and an application to your own Oltuation, you

will find useful in operating in the kind of organization in which yoU

work.

Power, Authority, and influence

Whenever we talk about leaderahip we think of Oeveral terms related

to manipulation of people. For instance, we may think of a leader aa

one who exerts power, one who has authority, or one who used influenoo.

I always find it helpfnl in disoussing leadership to clarify theee

oonoepts. I think there are dietinotions to be made among mom,

authority, and influenqe. Influenoe, to me, meane that state or the

act of getting somebody to do aomathing you want them to do. A. leader

influences his followers when he actually gets them to behave the way

he wants them to. He causes them to conform to his wishes in one way
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or another. Power, on the other hand, is the capacity to influenee

others. Authority is what I'd like to refer to an legitimate power,

the capaeity to influence people that cones from some legitimate

source.

Tette take as an example that conetruotion worker out by the

barricade. who prevented us all from parking where we wanted to this

morning. Suppose I came epeeding around that cirole and he said,

"Stopl" If I stop, he's exerted influeue on me. If he puts up him

hand and I go right through the barricade, he hasn't exerted influence

on ma at all. He may have the mgmer to etop me with hie barricades

and he may have the Amgmlia. Did anyone queetion whether he had the

authority to stop ue or not? Nobody really did. We all presumed he

had the authority to do it. Maybe he really didn't have the authority

at all to do that. Hut he certainly had the power because he had tholes

barricade.' and he looked rather tough. I even tried to waIk around

him, but he wouldn't let me do that, either, so he had power. He

certainly exeroined influence. We don't know whether he had authority

or not.

The three concepts can really be distingaiehed in our own situa-

tione. We can think of timse in which we may have exerted influence

on people without having the authority to, but certainly it'e difficult

to think of influence:ceing ex rted without 80M6 kind of poWer.

Leaderehip Defined

However, we still haven't quite come around to a definitionlofn
.

leadership. 7Terefore, what Vet like to do for about ten'einutep.ie.

to have you work on your own by giving you the followineteek.
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like you to break up into groups, and I want each group to come up wit!:

some sort of coneensue abotit the names of two people uho were or who

are great loaders. Take just about 10 minutes and do:this.

Break

Let's see if we can get everybody to commit themselves now. Do

ue have a spokesman for this group? "We decided on Jefferson and Jesus."

"We had Hitler and Ohandi." "We had consensus on:Jesue end all.but one

agreed on Freud." "We had jeoue Chriet and Julius Gasser."' "We had

Christ and Churohill." "We have Churchill, Martin Luther." "Martin

Luther King, Ohandi." "John Kennedy, FDR." "Hitler and Brigham

Young."

One way to define leadership is to look at those people who are

considered to be great leaders and find their oommon characteristioe

or traits. Look at ths liet you have here. Do you see anything that

all these people have in common? "They were all men." "They were all

proud of something." "They were all persuaeive epee:kora." "They all

extended their influence over a period of time." Did they have anY

physical or pereonality characteristics in common? Well, it's difficult

to think of any traits they had in common and thereto good reaeon for it.

In %) years of research in uhat is known am the trait theory of leader-

shipthat is, looking for traite which are characteristic of leaders

of all kindswe have failed to unoover one dingle personality trait

or set of traits' that distinguish leader's from non-leaders. We no

longer believe . that a leader can be identified by giviug him a teat or

lodking at him or meaeuring him or weighing him.
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There's always been the question, "Are leaders born or made?"

think we can nay, at leant as far as research show, that leaders) have

to be made because they are certainly not born that way. If you look

at the peOple who become good leaders or great leaders, you find that

usually their succees couldn't have been predicted. So that given us

confidence that we aro not wasting time in trying to train leader°.

The fact ie that leaders are made; leadership not only ma be learned

it hag to be learned. So what we're going to talk about is leaderehip

ae behavior and what we're mi going to talk about is leadership as

a pereon.

One of the central things I want to get across to you is that it

la no longer useful to think of leaderahip as residing in a single

person. We're going to talk about leadership att the prooess of directing

and/or rAcilitating the activitiee of a group toward a goal. Working

toward a goal is one of the philosophies we carry ow= from buainess

management to other kinds of activities and organizations. We try to

get away from being activitiee-oriented. We try to think se much aa

we can in terms of being goal-oriented. Effort, by itself, in not

usseful. It's not important how hard you tr5runlese you know where you

are going. That is why we consider leadership as a proceas of moving

toward a goal. Leadership ie not exeroieed only by the guy who's up

there in front of the group saying "Charge" but also by somebody in

the bac& who's pushing, Or somebody who:recognizee he's in the group'e

way and steps out of the way.

3
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Leadership Behavior

let me list some of the typee of behavior that people engage in in

groups pr organizations. There are three categories of activities that

individuale engage in when a group ie working toward some goal.

Firet, there are Ilan-oriented actiyilies. One of theee activities

is initiating the work, getting people started on soma task. Another

taek-oriented activity ie information seeking. The group needs a

variety of inpute, reeources of all kinds. They need money and materials.

They need people. They need ideas and they need information. But some-

body in the group mgy be engaged in information seeking activitiee and

that certainly hae to be thought of as a tadk-oriented activity. Some-

body else, of couree, mgy be a resource person for the group. He

becomes involved in giving information. Anytime you get more than

three or four or five people together you always begin to develop eome

sort of a communication problem. So somebody may be involved in

clarifying something for the group. Elaborating is a form of clari-

fying, but can be thought of as a separate task activity. Orienting

is another one--trying to determine the group's position in relation

to its goal. And, finally, coordinating. These are some of the

activities which would fall under our definition of leadership. That

is, they facilitate or direct the group toward some goal.

But a group not only must have moms direction, it must have unity.

Another set of activities which it is usefUl to apecify are what we

call 8E252-hmilding aoiyite, activities that help the group stay

together. We often think of following as apathetic behavior, and

certainly there is a distinotion between acoeeding leadership in someone
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else and aotually withdrawing. Following is a group-building activity

because the alternative to following is splintering off. So sometimee

when people follow a leader they are helping the group. They are

setting some eort of example to help build the group and maintain ite

cohesion. Another group-building activity ie teneion relieving. Some-

timee in any group or organization it's helpful to have somebody who is

so much of a tension reliever that he's classified as a clown. Because

many organizatione and many groupe get into tenoe, competitive eitua-

tione in which pressuree build up, it I. helpful to have someone who

can break up the teneion. Fow recognize the value of ouch behavior;

the clown can become the scapegoat of the group. But if he ie r moved

from the group, its membere may find that they aren't functioning as

well because the t nsione are not being released. Encouraging and

harmonizing are also group-building activities, as is standard'oetting--

establishing internal goals as well as external. Standard setting is

a means of developing pride or cohesiveness in the group. The person

who eve, "We ought to try thie.in such a way, have this kind of quality

in our output and these Rinds of standards when we acoomplish our goal"

is matting standards for the group--helping the group develop some pride

in itself, perhaps thereby attraCting members to the group and building

cohesion.

The third type of activities which people often engage in are Called

jal-iervine Theee activities tend to detract from the

facilitation or the direction of the group toward its goal. First of

all, there is withdrawal, ad exemplified by the:peroon who mks, "I
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draw physically or mentally. He may become very apathetic toward the

group and that certainly is a Oolf-eerving activity. On the opposite

polb of that is aggression--sniping at the leaders or other members

of the group. Sometimes it is very difficult to deal with thie kind

of activity. It ia useful to remember that aggressive behavior is

usually a reeult of frastration. What mekes it difficult to deal with

is that we're usually dealing with a oymptom of fruatration, not with

a cause. Certain kinds of behavior in the group are attention getting.

We diatinguish this type of activity from elaborating. A person who

io elaborating is usually engaged in olarification or information-

seeking activity. Attention getting is talking about something that's

irrelevant to the groupla activities but very relevant to the peraon

who's trying to get the attention. Blocking activities are those which

get in the way of other people's progress toward the goal or which impede

the group as a whole. Dominating behavior includes all sorts of power

plays or exercising influence for its own sake. All of them!' activities

will go on in any group but they usually oorve the self-intereet of only

one or a few members of the group.

Taek-oriented and group-building activities facilitate thlo movement

of the group toward the goal while self-glorying activitiee detract from

the goal. Sometimes, when working with a group, it is useful to recall

these categories and to classify the aotivities of varioue group members
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acoording].y. In ',hat way one can get an idea of the contributione of

each member of the group end of the efficiency of the group itself by

determining the ratio of task-oriented and group-building aotivitiee

to total activities-

Leadership Dimeneions

A lot of research has been done differentiating between these two

kinds of leadership ac ivlties--taek-oriented and group-building notivi-

ties. What some people have done is to study the process of leadership

by examining these two different dimensions of leadership behavior,

trying to relate them to the effectiveness of the group.

Lot me give you an idea of what kinde of leadership activities are

involved, ae ae ertained by questionnaires submitted te group members.

Teak-oriented, aatiVities of leadership are described in the following

WElys:

"He talks a lot about how much work ought to be done.
Slow working people are encouraged to greater efforts.
Wartime work is encouraged.
The appointed leader easigne people under him to particular tasks.
The leader often alike ror Sacrifices from the men for the good of

the entire department.
There is insistence that people follow etandard ways or doing

thinge in every detail.
The leader sees to it that people ere working up to their limlte.
He inoiste that he be informed of decisions made by people under

him.
He stresses being ahead of competing groups.
He dooides in detail what shall be done and how it shall be done.
He emphasizes the meeting of deadlines.
He sake people under hire Who have slow groupo to get more work

out of the groups.
He emphasizes the quantity of work."

Groue-oriented kinde of activitieS are described as:

"Tho leader expresses appreciation when one hae done a good job.
He sometimes does pereonal favors for hie people.
He helps them solve problems.
Ho does not criticize his people In front or othere.
He does nob refuse to give in when people disagree with him.



He does not reject suggestions for change.
He does not treat people under him without considartng their

feelings.
He does not always act without coneulting his peplo first.
He backs up his people and their actions.
He treats hie people as his equals.
He criticizee a specific act rather than a particular Individual.

He is willing to make changes.
He'e friendly and can be easily approached."

One way to analyze a leader is to adk him workers to describe how

often he engages in each of the above activities. One cen then place

the leaderehip somewhere on the continuum from taak-oriented to group-

oriented. Some leaders may seldom engage in either type of activity.

Such leadership is deecribed as impoverished. Other leaders are high

on one dimeneion and low on the other. A taek-oriented leader may

seldom engage in group-oriented activities. One mho ie high on group-

oriented activitiem but who neglects taak-oriented activities is known

ae the country club type--most of the activities are directed toward

making people happy and pleasant and comfortable but not =eh attention

Is devoted to the teak. Still other leaders may reach the middle of

the road, where they engage in enough teak activity to accomplish the

goals and enough group-building Activity to hold the organization together.

The intereOting thing about the eeuntry club etyle ie that usually

it is baeed on an aissumption by the leader that a happy worker is a

productive worker; that satisfaction leads to productivity. But the

reismarch on productivity and satisfaction hae indicated that, if they

are related, it 10 not because satisfaction leads to productivity but

the reverse of this--productivity leads to satiefaction. In laboratory

experiments and field investigations in organizations it has been
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found that the group which time out to be the most productive is the

one that has the leader who has the energy and ability to drive the

group to accomplish the goal. They may not be the happieetbut,

then again, they may. It has been ehown that the relationship may

be reversed. That is, people who art productive may tend to be

happier becauee they get some intrinsic satiefaction out of the job

that they are doing. You have all experienced that. You've worked

hard on something and, although it was a tough job and you weren't

very happy about it when you 'started, you did do a good job and you

got some satiefaction from it. But the eatiefaction didn't cause the

productivity It is very dangerous to aesume that juot because you

make people happy they are going to be productive.

Another way of lodking at leaderehip is by examining what's known

as leadership style, taking a pattern of activities and behavior and

trying to identigy the leadership style that exists. This approach

has looked at three different stylees authoritarian, democratic, and

laiesen faire. I want to taIk about thie briefly becauee there's a

lot of controversy in the literature about authoritarian versus

democratic styles and certainly there are a lot of people today who

seem to be all in favor of lalseez gaira leadership. There have been

some very intereeting demonstrations which have examined the differences

in these stylee or leaderehip and their effeots on'group behavior. The

authgpitariag style of leadership usually consists of one pereon who

Jo the leader who sets the goals or objectives for the group. He usually

determines the composition Of work groups. He determines what are going

to be the means the group is going to use to attain its goals. Ae sets

40
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the standards and evaluates performance. Hie standards for evaluation

are subjective and his criticism is often personal in nature. He

doesn't criticize the task itself, he usually criticizes the person.

On the other hand, the demooratic leadership style usually is one which

Involves the group on a continuum ranging from advising the leader to

actually participating directly in deoielons. The group iteolf takes

a hand in sett]. ng the goals and determining work group composition

and methods of attaining the goal. There may be some self-evaluation

or pe r evaluation involved. Standards are uaually more objective,

and criticism Is toward a specific aot, rather than an individual.

Laisset faire describes a situation in which leadership, if any, is

passive. One finds it very difficult to distinguish au& a leader from

the root of the group. The leader may be working lorg with the workere.

He may act ae a resource for information, but he doeen't go out of his

way to tell anybody what to do or how to do it.

From the identification of these three different styles of leader-

ship a number of interesting research projeote have developed, trying to

establish the effecte of leadership style on the behavior of the group.

The findings have ehown the following things: Members of authoritarian

groups tend to exhibit more apathetic or aggressive behavior than demo-

crat:A.1c groups. They tend to be somewhat submiesive. Democratically-

led groups, on the other hand, seem to be more cohesive ae a group.

They tend to be more friendly toward the leader and toward each other.

Their orientation toward the leader differs in that authoritarian-led

groups spend a lot of time trying to get the leader's attention. As far

as the laissez faire type of leadership goes, one finds t-me of the eame

41
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kinds of reactione here that We found in authoritarian--some apathy or

outright hostility toward the leader or toward aayone who triee to

exerci _ leadership. When one looke at the laieeez faire type of

leaderehip one finds that productivity is poor. The quantity and

quality of groups led by the democratic style tend to be good. But

there is also good quantity and quality in authoritarian groups.

In autocratically-led groups, because of a high dependency on the

liader, the group frequently has problems when the leader is absent.

Depending upon how long they've been conditioned to the autocratic

leaderehip style, when the leader leaves them alone they stop, they

don't know what to do, they sit around, they wait for someone to tell

them what to do. In the democratioally-led group, abeence of the leader

does not have as much effect because the members are already in motion,

they know what eoms of the goals are and they've been engaged in some

of the decision-making activity. They are not conditioned to waiting

for -omebody to tell them what to do. In the laiseez fare group,

absence of the leader makes no difference beoauele he ien't doing any

thing anyway. The group will continue at the same low level of

performance.

We might expect to see more differences in productivity of authori-

tar an and democratically-led groups than we do. But we cannot make

the generalization that one leadership style is more effective than

the other.

Situational Leaderehip

It appeare, then, that many of our approaches to leadership have

been simplistic. We have said, "Let's just find great leadere and

everyone will be happy." Well, we found out that we oculdn't do that
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so ve eaid, "Let's find the beet leadership style, apply that acrous

the board and then we'll be happy." Unfortunately, that doesn't

appear to be the solution either. So, where does that leave us?

The enewer seems te be that leadership ie much more complex than

either the "great-man" theory or the great leaderehip etyle theory.

It seems to me that the moat effective kind of leadership theory

today is what is known as the centlagengy theory or situational

approach. This theory of leadership simply statee that there are

Ouch thinge ae more and leen effective styles of leadership, but that

these are not univereally applicable across the board. The most

effective style of leadership depends upon a certain number of things.

It depends upon the leader, the memberehip of the group, and the nature

of the task.

First of all, a leader has to know himeel- well enough to know

the leaderehip etyle in which he is meet comXortable and in which he

is most convincing. There are those who can play the range all the

way from an authoritarian to a democratic leadership style. Some,

however, find it difficult because of their own permonality makeup

to be a democratic kind of a leader. If a person can recognize that

when he tries to be a democratic leader he's not very convincing or

that he just can't live with it, maybe he's better off not trying to

operate in that manner. On the other hand, eome people are not

comfortable being authoritarian leadere and no matter how hard they

try they simply cannot do a good job ae an authoritarian.

Some individuals can combine the otyleo so that they operate dif-

ferently in different situations. Some may be forced to change. For

example, even the moot democratic leader may have to become authoritarian

4-1
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if he receivee a directive from above. Or, a ti e factor may ms:40 it

impcseible for an otherwise participative leader to utilite the gr up'm

aid in making a decision.

One of the things that good leadsre eeem to be able to do is to

meet the expectations which are held by the group for the leader. The

good group leader seems to take into consideration the nature of the

group and the organization. He understands that eome group members

are dependent and expect to be told what to do while others do not.

In addition, he considers the nature of the teak itself. Is it

structured or unstructured? Is the path to goal achievement clear

and easily understood or not?

A man named Fiedler hae done extensive research on the contingency

theory with a large number of groups and has come up with a diagram

which illustrates bia findings. Thie diagram (Figure 1) preeente

what he has found to be the relationehipe among three important

situational factors and the most effective leadershlp style.

Figure 1.

Situational Factors and Leadership Style

Leader-Member
Relatiotehip Good Good Good Good Bad Bad Bad Bad

Nature of tank Structured Unstructured

1

Struotur d Unstructured

Position Powor
of tho Lender Strong Weak Strong Weak Stro- Weak Strong Weak



The three otructured factors are the nature of relat_one between

thn leader and the rest of the members (good vs. bad), the nature of

the group's taSk (structured vs. unstructured), and the power of the

leader's position over the group (strong vs. weak). Thus Fiedler

defines eight different situations. For instance, consider a leader

who gets along very well with hie people, the nature of the group's

task is structured, and the position power of the leader is strong.

That, to me, is the most favorable situation of all for the leader.

At the other extreme, the worst kind of leaderehip eituation would

be one in which the leader gets along poorly with the members, the

taek is unstructured, and the leader's position is weak. There are

six situations in between these extremes. Fiedler has been able to

identify successful leadership styles in each of theee eight situations;

his findinge give support to this contingency theory. For instance, he

has found that ;filen a leader has good relationships with the members,

when the nature of the teak is structured, and the position power is

strong, the authoritarian style of leadership is beat. Why should

"controlling, active, structuring" leadership, as he calls it, work

best here? If the teak is structured, and if the leader gete along

with the group, and if be has considerable authority, yet tends to

exhibit permiesive, pensive leadership, he probably fails to meet the

expectations of the group. If one has all the leadership power, he

might ae well use it. And, interestingly enough, Fiedler getts the

same kind of finding at the other extreme. It appeare that, if the

leader doesn't get along with people, if the taek ie unstructured,

and his power is weak, if he then aote in a paosive or permissive way,
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the members will go in all directions. In this came, again, the moat

effective leadership eeems to be active and authoritarian. However,

Fiedler reports that the democratic :style is the more effective of the

two different :styles in two intermediate areas: (1) where the task is

unstructured, leader-member relatione are good, and leaderle position

power is weak, and (2) where the talk is struotured, leader-member

relations are poor, and leader's poeition power in stroag. To me,

Fiedler's work le important. Fire', beceuee it makes intuitive sense;

necond, beoauae it fits in with mom of our own experienoes that some-

timee one approach work's and another time some other approach works;

and, third, becauee it io good careful red:I:arch which has been done

over a p riod of many years in both the laboratory and the field.

Group Coheeivenees

Now I'd like to take a oloser look at the group itself. An im-

portant oharacteristie of a group is ite ooheelvoneets. We ueually

measure oohesivenees by muoh thing:5 ee absenteeism, turnover, and

tardiness. A grwp that in ocheeive would have a lower rate of such

behavior. There in more attr--tion between group wembers in a coheeive

group than in a non-coheaive group. Membership in the group itself is

more important in the cohesive group than in the non-cohesive group.

There are ways one oan influence and manipulate cohesivenese but

wantAo look at the causal relation:ships between cohesivnese and

group behavior first. Cohesive groups have the following oharactsrietice

when compared to non- oheeive groups. They evidence more aggro:anion

,and houtility toward outoidere. It can be more difficultnto,take over

leadership of a coh eive group than a non-oohneive group because, by

4
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the very nature of the fact that they derive satisfaction simp3y from

the group memberehip, coheeive group membere automatically classify

everybody else as an outsider. Cohesive groups evidence a greater

demand for loyalty and conformity among membere. Because group member-

ship in itself is important, they expect people to conform to group

norms and activities. Such groups can apply a lot of pressure to the

member who doec not conform. There is a danger, however, that this

kind of demand for loyalty and conformity can work to stifle cre-

ativity. Cohesive groupe also turn out to be much better in the

communications area than non-cohesive groups. Members -eem to und r-

stand each other better and they seem to communicate much more freely

among themselves. Cohesive groups, because the group itself le im-

portant to them, seem to do a better job of setting realiatic goale

for themselvee, too. Non-cohesive groups will often engage in rather

erratic goal oetting activitiee. They'll set goals that are unrealis-

tically high or low, because the achievement of challenging goals

tends to be less important to the 4on-cohesive group.

One feature in which we are ultimately interested an leaders and

managers is productivity. There's been varied research in on-going

organizations of the performance of groups that are identified as

cohesive and non-oohesive. In order to underetand the productivity

characteristics of such groups, we have to look at the goals of each

group with regard to productivity. Croups have lots of goal's, not all

of which are related to productivity. But by examining the produc-

tivity goals of groups, their cohesiveness, and their performance

reaearchers have come to the following conclusions. (Figure 2)
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HIGH

GROUP
PRODUCTIVITY
GOALS

Figure 2.

Group Cohesiven sr

Higheet
Productivity

--

Loweat
Productivity

--

The highest producing groups tend to be the highgoal, coheeive groups;

the lowest producers are the lowgoal cohesive groups; and the others

are somewhere in between. Cohesive groups, then, tend to achieve their

goals whether those goalu are high or lo4 in regard to produetivity.

So the beet kind of situation for a leader is to have a cohesive

group with goals that are consistent with hie own. The worst kind

for a leader ill a cohesive group that hae goals that are contrary to

what he wants to do, because the group will etrive to achieve its own'-

goala, not his.
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Types of Power

We started off by taking about power, authority, and influence,

saying that any time we are trying to influence people we are talking

about some kind of power. A useful distinction hap been made among

the varioun types of power that are available in a group. While I'm

going through this list, thihk about your own work situation, and

think about the groupe that you're in where you're expected to have

some leaderehip oapabilitiee, and think about where your strengthe

and weaknessee lie with regard to these various kinda of power.

The first kind of power is oecrcive power. Coercive power is the

kind of power a leader hae when hie followers uercelye that he has ate

ability to punieh. The followers must pereeive that the leader hae

that ability. If he has that ability but the followers don't perceive

it, than the leader doesn't have coerave power. Secondly, the leader

/me to be able to do things that the followere, not the leader, perceive

ae punishment. You must remember that what the leader thinks is pun-

ishment may actually be perceived as reward by the followers. For

instance, people in organizations do lots of things to get attention

and certain :-Inde of punishment like verbal criticiem may, therefore,

be rewarding to them.

The opposite of coereive power is reward power, in which a

follower perceives that his leader hae the ability to mediate important

rewards. But if I do have the power to reward you, yet you don't

perceive that I have the power, if you think that the reward ie

coming from somebody elee, then my reward power is not very meaningful.
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I might think it a big deal to urite you a letter of recommendation or

a nice little oertificate of achievement, but it may moan nothing to

you. If it means nothing to you tE n I oertainly haven't exercised

reward power over you. Thue, power can be highly dependent upon

perception.

Referent power exists when the follower simply likes and admires

hie leader. There are elements of ohariema in thin concept, which

makes it pretty hard to define. If I could tell you how to get

charisma, I wouldn't be telling you for free. But it appears that a

person who correotly ueee reward power can increase hie referent

power--in other words, leaders who reward people correctly tend to

find that they are liked and admired. And people who use coercive

power, eepeoially arbitrarily, can tend to decrease their referent

power.

There ie also Immitimate power, or authority as we defined it

earlier. Legitimate power =mire when the follower agrees with or

ie sympathetic to the system that put the leader where he ie. One

may be appointed leader of a group, but if the people in that group

don't agree with the way he was appointed leader, then he really

doesn't have much legitimate power. To the extent that people believe

elections are rigged or that there is favoritiem involved in somebody's

appointment to an offioial position, that person loses his legitimate

power. Again, the power of the leader ie highly dependent upon hie

followers and their perceptions.

The final type of power is gam& power. That's the one that

we'd all like to think we have. EXpert power ie the power that a
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person has because his followers perceive that the loader hae infor-

mation that is important. To whom? The followero. Juet beoauee

som one kro-s a ljt about dinosaur eggs, that may do nothing for his

expert power unless others are eepecially interested in acquiring one.

Becauee expert power le so dependent upon the follower's percep-

tion, it is the most limited kind of power a person can have. It is

aloe dependent upon the leader'e credibility. Thum, a danger wi',11

relying on expert power is that people who havo it are tempted to

extend their influence into areae in which they don't have expertiee.

The easiest way to lose expert power ie to try to pretend expertiee

in fields in which one ie not really competent. The beet ways for a

ioader to Laws his expert power is to keep it within limite, thereby

increasing hie referent power. If he usee this expert power unwisely,

he mey lose all his power.

I can't tell you about your own situation. Yr' certainly know it

better than I do. But ooneider that there are really five different

kinds of power that you may have. Some of you have to say that you

have very little, except that you have been put in a position of au-

thority. You may have workers who are much older and experienced

working for you. You may have little reward or coercive power. You

may have little referent power because the workers don't seem to

identify with you. You may have some expert power, but even that

may be limited. And now you day, What am I going to do?" I can only

tell you what researchers have found in organizations where they have

asked workere to evaluate their leadere. Workers seemed to be con-

cerned about two leader characteristics. Is he just? Not nice, but

just? And does he have enough sense to know the limlte of his expertise?
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A leader who can establish these two thinge in the minds of the

people who work for himthat he's fair and that he realizes the

limite of his expertise, is oft to a pretty good etart. From there

on he oan build other typee of power. Onoe a leader oan establish

thie kind of a relationship he can get additional power for himself

simply by virtue of the faot that he ie the leader.

In conolusion, let me caution you that the most important oriterion

upon whioh leadership can be evaluated, whether it be ours or is meone

else's, is ite effectivenece; that is, to what extent dose it enable

the group or organization being led to achieve its goule? We ought

to avoid oonfueing AlrIng leaderehtp with effective leadership. Many

a etrong leader hue taken hie group or organization or army down with

him to defeat or bankruptcy or deetruction. By viewing le&derehip a3

a prooeee, however, rather than ae a person, we can maintain u :lexi-

bility in behavior that can meat the difference between quiet aohieve-

ment and gloricue defeat.
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William M. Diedrich, Ph.D.

Articulation therapy may be divided into two major stages, sound

acquieition and carry-over. The purpooe of this paper is to deecribe

procedures which enable the speech clinician to evaluate how well the

child JAI learning his new sound under imitative oonditions during sound

acquisition and how well he is using the new sound in spontaneous speech

during carry-over. The third procedure describes how the child can

learn to self-monitor his own conversation. In all three procedures

the specified target phoneme le counted and charted in a eyetematin and

standard manner which provides the clinician and child %._th sensitive

feedback about the learning process (Diedrich and Irwin, 1970).

Adminietration of the Sound Production Teeks (SPT)

The Sound Production Teaks (SPT) are sounds, worde, and phrases

spoken by the clinician and imitated by the child. The procedures used

at the University of Kansas (Shelton, 1967; Elbert, 1967; and Wright,

1969) are a modifioation of the deep testing concept developed by

McDonald (1964). The three lists in the present study are 30 items for

/s/, 30 items for /s/, and 60 items for /r/ (Tables 1 and 2). The

items selected for the /r/ list have been systematically arranged to

surround the /r/ with different vowels and consonant oontexts, e.g.,

front-back vowele and oonsonanto. We are interested in describing the

effect, if any, that contexts developed from coartioulation theory

have on the child's learning of the /r/.

NOTE; This paper represents vnly one portion of the two-day presen-
tation made by Dr. Diedrich.
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Table 1.

Sound Production Taake for /a/ and /z/

LAL
1. ue/ 1. buzzaaw
2. 142.ty 2. aona_naat

3. /sae/ 3= 0111-04,

4. hotmehold 4. doesthat
5. glaaagoo 5. /az/
6. 7mm...olds 6. big_goo
7. plaaagat 7. roaeland
8. miming 8. /zae/
9. .7.og_aite 9. oheeaeoake

10. houjife 10. whizby
11. /a 11. wi eke
12. gq_aome 12. /uz
13. Bob sent 13. Tuesday
14. /"/ 14. beeswax
15. buaboy 15. coul,d_gebr a

16. clagaday 16. ohoosehim
17. breathe softly 17. wisaman
18. olean_gult 18. Keenjoo
19. paim_tnat 19. Taka_greke
20. igaz.om 20. roseroom
21. hoga_goon 21. msooin_gebra
22. huaky 22. /z/
23. /is/ 23. Ozteo
24. A2-EundAT 24. gol_gero
25. agleep 25. dreaa_gippor
26. hia_aeat 26. Dianeyland
27. 1ilia_aoup 27. buzzing
28. allaiIk 28. Bok_goomed
29. iaggAter 29. /zi/
30. red_gooka 30. Hea_Zebra



Sound Production

Table 2.

Teak for /r/

1. /01k/ (irk) 31.

2. dear one 32.

3. /krg/ (crew) 33.

4. / ac-d 0° / (adder) 34.

5.
6.
7.

girl
paper
rook

35.
36.
37.

8. (kirk) 38.

9.
10.
11.

/Ig ear)
-431,V

/gru/ (grew)

39.
40.
41.

12. beard 42.

13. rabbit 43.

14. bird 44.

15. AgOY (ahger) 45.

16. /tit/ (tirt) 46.

17. truok 47.

18. hammer 48.

19. /ray' 49.
20. turn 50.

21. gargle 51.

22. Ari/ (tree) 52.

23. /itoY (eater) 3.

24. hurt 54.
25. /me (or) 55
26. AIM/ 56.

board 57..27.

28. fur 58.

29. he-,747/ a tar) 59.

30. grow 60.

cooker
/to,/ (girg)
/ra (rah)

A5.4 (air)
wrong
mother
her
more thinge
/pi/ (ree)
/ugd (ooger)
read
/d5114/ (dird)
/go/ (are)
/km1/ (krah)
gurgle
braes
/dri/ (dree)
/aka/ (ahker)
orocik

earn
/ru/ 5rue)
Ade (seder)
/gra / (grah)
dirt
Amt./
doorway
ran
/ad*/ (looker)
grey
ahirk
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Counting

Some children are given the SPT once a month and aome twice a.

month. Last year it was given every week. We are trying to determine

how often the taek should be adminietered in order to maintat.n a sensi-

tive indices of the child's learning ability. At prevent a sanative

index seems to be between once a week and once a month. The variables

seem to be the speed of a child'a learning ability in acquiring the

sound and the number of timee the child is seen for therapy. If seen

once a weak, tiv41 sampling every two weeks seems enough, if seen two

or more times weekly then once a week may be indicated. Administradon

of the items takes two and one-half minutes and the 60 items five

minutee.

The number of correctly produced target phonemes on the SPT items

are counted and Chatted (Figure 1). The chart is so designed that any

phoneme may be charted by taerely inserting the target phoneme between

the phonetic brackets on the left vartioal. Sines we have been inter-

ested in generalization, the chart was so designed to aocommodate the

simultaneous oharting of /e/ and /z/. In other words, therapria given.

for the /s/ and not the /g/. By making periodic cpeCks wpocan.qhserve'

the changse that occur in'the /*/, without'any speoific therapy, at

the same time. Any two sounds which have similar (or non simijer:Sqp.,

that matter) distinctive features may be observed (Figure 2). The. 60

item /r/ chart le illustrated in Figure 3.
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Imalutadlant g2X aim al

-Since eound acquisition ie an important phew in articulation

learning, the Sound Production Teel provides a quick measure of the

child's learming ability on an imitative basis. Furthermore, in the

past, stimulability measures have been reliable predictors for prognosis

of children's articulation learning. By the end of this project year

we should have good information about the leaming characteristics of

children with /s/ and /1/ problems.

Since tho /r/ is imbedded systematically in different phonetic con-

texts it provides the clinician with cluos about the child'e beet

ability in /r/ production. These contexts are then need to maximize

the child's efforts in learning how to make the /r/. Word lists uti-

lizing items which are similar to the SPT iteme correctly produced,

or approximated, may be developed by the clinioian for drill purposes.

Clinicians who have used the SPT.iteme have suggested that spoken

production of the items by the child may be providing drill activity as

well a* probe information, because he is given periodic opportunities

for making a nuMber of responsee in a ehort time as well as providing

hlm with information as to how many iteme he produced correotly.

To our surprise we usually have observed that the child begins to

make mre Correct than Wrong phonamee, during three minutes of oonver-

eation, before he achieves 100% correct on the SPT imitative items. In

other words he has "cross-over!' on the chart of more Correct than Wrong

during a talking task before he can say all the imitative items.

This finding hae important implications for our ueual,concepte of

carry-over. That la, normally we have expected children to reach
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criterion (30 Correct items on /a/ or 60 Correct on /r/) on the SPT

imitative item before us begin to offer program materials for carry-

over into convereation. These findings, as a result of charting during

the pact two yeare, have forced ue to reassess this concept in therapy

procedures. We may be keeping some ohildren too long at an eaey level

of training (imitation) before we stIrt introducing more advanced

materials (praotioe in conversation).

Adminiotration of TALK

In order to determine how well the child is using his target pho-

neme in oonversation and to record the results in a systematic manner

the following methodology was developed. For purpoees of discourse

the word TALK refers to a procedure whereby the clinician engage° a

child in three minutos of conversation.

Countitsg Target rhoneme

1. Engage in three minute TALK with child.

2. Clinician counte target phoneme Correct (C) and/or Wrong (W ) as

child is talking. Uee paper/pencil to tally or purchase inexpeneive

counters (wrist type and others). The three minutes inolude what-

ever clinician talking is necessary to maximize the child's talking.

3. Convert three minute oounte to one minute rates, i.e., the number

Correct end Wrong dividedloy time (Corrsot/Time and Wrong/Time).

A Conversion Chart (Table 3) is provided for this tea.

4. Plot per minute Correot and Wrong =unto on Chart (Figures 4 and 5).

GI_
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Table 3.

A Conversion Chart for computing the per Minute rate of the target
phoneme eempled during three minutes of oonvereation with the child.

Correct and/or Wrong = Phonemes Correct ana/or Wrong = Ftionemea

Phonemes in 3 Minutes in 1 Minute Phonemes in 3 Minutes in 1 Minute

1 . .3 26 = 8.7

2 = ,7 27 = 9

3 = 1 28 = 9.3

4 = 1.3 29 = 9.7

5 = 1.7 30 10

6 = 2 31 = 10.3

7 2.3 32 = 10.7
8 2.7 33 = 11

9 3 34 = 11.3

10 3.3 35 = 11.7

11 3.7 36 = 12

12 = 4 37 = 12.3

13 4.3 38 12.7
14 = 4.7 39 = 13
15 = 5 40 = 13.3
16 = 5.3 41 = 13.7

17 = 5.7 42 14
18 = 6 43 = 14.3
19 6.3 44 = 14.7

20 6.7 45 = 15

21 = 7 46 - 15.3

22 = 7.3 47 = 15.7

23 = 7.7 48 = 16

24 = 8 49 = 16.3

25 = 6.3 50 = 16.7
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ghgrlingTareettZhoneme

I. Time in calendar weeks at top, horizontal (20 weeks total) and

successive days on bottom horizontal (140 days total). Synchronize

beginning of week with beginning of school year, i.e., Sunday,

August 30, 1970. Days of the week, Monday through Sunday, are

indicated (Figure 4). Always plot your counts according to

calendar time. If you begin in September, plot there; If in

November, plot there.

2. Phoneme rate per minute is noted on the left vertical; and the

Time (minutes) during which the behavior ARO counted is on the

right vertical.

3. Determine the Floor on chart.

The floor tells reader duration of Time oample in which specified

behavior (target phoneme, stuttering, etc.) was counted. To compute

Floors Divide one over the duration of the Time sample. For the three

minute TALKS it is 1/3, which is .3; a line is then drawn on the hori-

zontal at .3 to indioste this floor.

The area Lelow the Floor is IGNORED Time for that day. In other

words, counto during a three minute TALK sample, only rspreeent three

minutes of a theoretical 16 hour talking day.

4. Plot VW per minute counts of target phoneme on the chart. Each day

of the week is represented, Sunday through Saturday. Plot Oorreet

(C) with circles d to, and Wrong (W) with Xts. It 10 oonvenient to

plot Correct in Black or Green color (for "go") and Wrong in Red

(for "no"). For no occurrence of the behavior (zero counts) put a

circle or X Just below ths Floor line, not at the "0" line at the
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bottom of the graph. Thie concept ie extremely valuable for it

tells the clinician and ohild that he hao zero Correct or Wrong

for the three minute eample, but not for the entir, day. Thie is

important bsoause the FLOOR reminds the clinioian and child that

if the child wants to get to re 1 zero ("0") repreeented by the

zero at the bottom of the chart, then he must talk oorractly--

without errore--all day

IGNORED TINE means that the three minute TALK "ignoree" how the

child is talking for the rest of the day. By gradually increaeing the

Time when the epesoh is sempled and lowering the Floor, one can program

the child for eucceseive increasse in amomnt of monitored TALK time

during the day (Figure 6).

For example, first start out with the three minute TALK, then

include the entire 30 minute therapy period, next a mix hour school

dew, and finally all day. The successive floors are&

For a three minute eample, the floor equale
. .3

For a thii,ty minute oample, the floor equeJs m .03

For a six hour or 360 minute eample, the floor equala = .003

For a 16 hour or 960 minute eample (approximately 1000 minutes

on ',hart) the floor equals real zero (0) at the bottom of the

chart.

5. The terms used at bottom of ohart.

Movement (target behavior being cownted; /e/ or riff eto.)

Label (pathology, i.e., articulation, stutterer, eta.)

Protage/Bshavior (child whose behavior is being counted)
Vanager/Oharter (olinioianharant who is counting)

6. Charting epseoh behavior

a. Counting/charting should be done once per week (if therapy is

two .or more times a week) and probably twice a month for therapy

done once a week.
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b. Uee one chart for eaoh target phoneme studied.

0. In evaluating speech output it has been found very ueefuland

much more meaningfulto chart two behaviore instead of one.

For articulation this means counting both Correct and Wrong

for a given phoneme. Our studies of curve analynis thue far

have indioated we would miele much information if only Correct

or only Wrong were counted and oharted. For example, we have

een charts where the Correct count of the phoneme inoreasee

but there is no decreaee in the number of Wrong oounts.

In observing etuttering thie means counting etuttered words an well

.as total words spoken for a given time eampae studied. For studying

normal phonological frequency in children and adult apeech, the word

output and the frequency of ocourrenoe of the specified phoneme phould

be counted.

AdvardAggA =ADA= Ana Cnieue AdAnkillon ggg Speech output

1. Synchronization of calendar time--monthe and days, anablee all

children to be compared on the same tine base.

2. The log chart enables behaviore which occur at different frequenolee

to be compared, i.e., temper tantrums one time/day, heart beat at

80 times/Minute, and word output at 150-200 words/minute. Similarly

speech with phoneme occurrence of lose than one time/minute can be

compared with a word output of 150-200 words/minute.

*Charts may be purohaeed through Behavior Reeearch Co., Box 3351, Kansan

City, Kansas, 66203 (I box, 500 sheets, ociet 020). For additional infor-

mation on measuring and charting behavior pees KunzeImann, H.P. (ed.)

rrecleiqn Teaching, 1970, Special Child Publicatione,Ino., 4535 Union

Bay.Place, ILE., Seattle, Washington, 98105 (*5-.95).
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3. Tha chart enablee one to plot a more accurate picture of the pho-

neme behavior, i.e., it was eampled in three minutes and not eval-

uated for th entire day. In other words the concept of IGNORED

time is important. Standard graphe typically plale 0 at bottom

of chart and it is usually assumed that the behavior is "zero" if

it is not seen any more, but speech is an all-day phenomenon ard

this ohart and the notiot of FLOOR reminds ue to program carry-

over procedures throughout the day.

4. Transformation of fleeting temporal auditory phenomenon into a vi-

sually fixed state ((alert) allows for the study and understanding

of epeech behavior. An analogy is the audiogram (a log chart)

Which is ueed in audiology. Learning curves (acceleration rates)

can be compared acroes olinicians d children because a stan-

dardized speech behavior measure and chart are used.

5. At midyear the charted learning curves' may be used ae a basie for

regrouping children in the clinician's caseload. By comparing the

curves on the SPT and three minute TALE charts it is possible to

compome groups of children who exhibit similar learning patterns.

6. The counti harting le 0a011y learned and applied by oliniciare

in the public eohoole who work with large numbers of children.

In fact thiS proceadureemables the public school clinician to

keep trank-of spepiXie-progrees on individual children which here-

fore maykave been hit-Or-mies. At the same time the record

Iceeping takes no longer than conventional proceduree.
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7. The counting/charting procedures have demonetrated merit for account-

ability to the clinician (e.g., "I would never have known that this

child wan such an inconsistent learner."); to the child (e.g., "I

like to watch my progreee." nWhen I get to the bottom I can stop

coming to cpsech therapy."); to the parent (a.g., clinicians oan

be very speoitio about the child's progress during prseent confer-

encee and parents seam to understand the goale better); end super-

vieor/prinoipal (e.g., charts prwide visible evidence about how

well the clinician and children are doing).

The SPT chart has the same calenJar Woe as the TALK chart. It has

been found ueeful to overlap (put 0/W TALK chart on top'of SPT

chart) the two charts and Observe the relationship between aoqui-

sition of the thrget phoneme on an imitative basis with the target

phoneme in oloAvereation.

Procedures for Teaching Children to Make
Correct and Wrong Ccunte of

The Target Phoneme

Self-monitoring of one's speech appears to be a neoeseary require-

ment of the speaker. Many proceduree have been used in speech therapy

to aohieve self-monitoring *kill's. The dieoussion whioh follows explain*

steps whic!, have been developed for teaching children how to eelf-monitor

their target i.,honemo auring the three minute TALK.

1. Explanstionp. This step presumes that the child alrsady knows that

he makes sound production errors and that he knows which sound he

ie currently attempting to correct. The explanation *tap includes

discussing with the child the faot that the goal of speech olaes
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s to teach him to use the target sound correctly during all con-

tacted speech. He le usually familiar with "word" tento in epeech

nd you might explain that thie le a "conversation" test.

U12111210==.12. This step includes demonstrating to the child the

ountere and the estop watch (some clinicians have used three minute

gg timers or other devicee) and allowing him to manipulate the

quipment. Next, turn on the stop watch and show him how to

ndicate Correct and Wrong resporsess one one set of counters during

he conversational period. lou need to ascertain that the child

noum which counter le for Convect and whioh to for Wrong. This

ay be done by foolor-codingt the countere (green for Correct and

ed for Wrong) cr by indicating which hand stands for which response

e.g., right hand for Correct and left hand for Wrong). A further

emonetration might be made by the clinician using exaggerated

lotion In the production of correct and wrong responses. At the

same time the olinician shove the child how the counters are used

le indicate the Correct or Wrong response. in lleu of wriet or

ther mechanical counters, paper oil tallies may be W,ed.

raotice. Thie step Includes awr methods employed while the child

counting and learning,to monitor the accuracy of his eound pro-

untiono. A variety of praotioe teoLniquee may be employed. The

011owing are eome samplees

As the child speaks the clinician responds to ev.ory production

of the target sound. For example, if the child monitors his

production of the pound and presses the counter correctly (for

either. Correct or Wrong) the clinici-an reinforces him rcT the
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cleared behavior. If the child preseee the counter incorrectly,

the clinician draws thie to his attention and explains the error.

If the child preeses neither counter after producing hie target

isomnd (Correct or Wrong), the procedure is halted. The olini-

clan draws the child's attent:on to - .0 word and aseists him

in determining whether the production wae Correct or Wrong

and supervises him in pressing the counter which recorde the

responses accurately. Talking im then continued.

b. The clinioian may use the tape recorder to reoaed a sample of

the child's oonvereation and then easiest him in counting the

Correct and Wrong responeis while both listen to the tape.

a. The child may practice listening for the sound of interest in

the speech of other children in the group. He may either mnke

a tally each time he recognizes the sound, or he may count

Correct and Wrong productions.

d. In a group, not only the ohild who is speaking is taught to

count, but the other ohildren in the group aleo nay count the

speaker's Correct and Wrong responeen. When the allotted time

is completed the counts of the children are compared to the cli-

nician's and those with the closest counts to the clinician's

are praieed and those who differ widely are advised are to the

nature of their errorm.

e. After the child learns to self-count, he is taught to plot his

own chart. Hie counts and chart are than compart,4 with the

clinician's counting and charting. Children appear to enjoy

this competitive learning arrangiment.
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4. When the child hae learned to self--count and chart hie it is

important for the clinician not to oue the child ao the target pho-

neme le being produoed during the childts talking. Since counters

make noise the child usually knows when the clinician is tallying

Correct/Wrong. Unleem the counters are held in the lap under a

notebook, or under the table, the hand movements will be observed

by the child. If the clinician talliee by paper/pencil then the

sound cue oan be eliminated. Different positioning and poeturee

oan eliminate the visual cues.

5. After the child has learned to self-monitor hie convereatton (i.e.,

has aohieved good agreement with the clinician C/W counts), he can

then begin to self-record hie talking for longer periods of the day.

By inoreaeing the length of time the speech ie observed, and drop-

ping the ohart FLOOR, carry-over oan be systematically followed

(Ftgure 6). Tallies can be done with wriat countere, marking on

eking tape attached to the (sleeve or belt, or other creative

ways devieed by the oliniolen And Child.

6. For cheoke on the child's talking away from the epeeoh office, par-

ents, siblinge, or peers oan be taught to make Oorrect/Wrong oounte.
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Summary

This paper outlinee procedures for systematioally counting and

oharting a target ph-Dneme from sound acquisition through carry-over.

The methodology has been utilized eucceesfully by epeech olinioians in

the public schoole for the past two yeare. They have demonstrated that

it takes no longer than conversational record keeping and, perhaps more

Importantly, provides the clinician and ohild with feedback about the

child's progress. Furthermore, systematic and etanderd record keeping

of this nature permits oomparieone among different children, 01in/clans,

and therapy procedures.
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Denial R. Boone, Ph.D.

There le semehina that mekee a person a good teacher, eolsethiee

that makee a good oliniclan or a good epeaker. I've been fasoinated

by the question, "What ie,that ingredient?" What are the qualities

that differentiate the good clinician from the poor clinician?

We have tried to see what coeld be done to identity this A factor.

If en can find out what makee people effective perhaps we oan teach

that ekill. For the paet two years, with Office of Education funding,

we have been trying to identify that A factor. We have been studying

epeech therapy in a anlvereity clinic by video taping 22 hours of

therapy week. We have tried to find some of the typical sequences

of behavior In new clinicians. We aleo trained the cameras on our-

selvesfaculty and supervisory etatfto identify Oome or the things

that we do in a speech therapy seeeion. 1 want to Share with you today

eome of the findings from this work to add to what you've been discussing

about eupervision.

It appears that many individuals have the capability of self-

supervieion. They can learn to study themselves. In a day when people

are often resistant to authority, anyone who tries to te7;. others what

to do le going to meet some resistance. But if you canjlive people

some framework for looking at themselves or tor hearing themselves they

may develop some capability for self-supervision. I'm not thinking in

terms of self-supervision replacing traditional supervision, but being

used adjunotively. It could be a rioh experience for thoee who are

expooed to it.

17R
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In our study, we have developed a 10-category eystem into whloh

we can fit any event that takes place in speech therapy. I ;,,tant to

talk with you today about thie 10-category system. You could add

morn categories but I think thereve a lot of detail in the therapy

seJssion that we don't need to study. At the same time, there are

some major events that we do need to study.

It appears that everything that happens between people ie baeically

cause-and-effect or give-and-take or contingencies or whatever you want

to oall them. If you Otart shaking your head ae I talk I'll change

what I have to say. But if you lock relatively interestedand give

me an occasional smile, you'll "turn MO OA" and I'll keep talking.

As we look at a speech therapy seseion, we eee that behavior of

the clinician and of the client are not independent events. They are

highly related to one another. If I shift in m7 chair this may be a

signal to a child that this is the end of a therapy event. We're

always signalling one another in therapy (some very poor therapy and

come good therapy over thie two year period), we find that the majority

of the talking is done by clinicians. That isn't necessarily bad. In

some kinde of therapy the talking should be done by the clinician. For

example, we find in our pre-school language therapy that we do a lot of

talking.with very:,little direct responee from the child. So we may

find in analysis of a pre-Ochool tapa thet the clinician produces

75-80% of the verbal output. Now whether this is good or bad, we at

leant know that.four-fifths of the therapy time is taken up by the

clinician in saying things. How many of us know in our (Yen theraPY

how much time we talk as compared to the time of the verbal responses
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of the child? How many of us know in our therapy how many non-verbal

cuss we use? I'm beginning to realize that some of thie s factor I

talked about earlier is the animation and personality, as evidenced

by the non-li-a.bal actions of the client or clinician.

After two years of research, we have not reached a point where I

wish to give any indications of what is good therapy and what is bad

therapy. Rather, I would like to describe what happens and leave the

value judgment to the individual supervisor or clinician.

One of the areas we have looked at is that of self-confrontation

botn with audio and video tapes. I think that we are enatuored with

video tape beoause it is different. It doee enable us to see non-

verbal behaviors. However, if 85% of your therapy seesion is verbal,

audio tape has a real place as a supervisory tool. There are very few

clinicians who do not have access to audio tape. So I want to cover

with you tcday same ways that we could uee a oonventional tape recorder

as a self-eupervisory tool.

In looking into the area of self-confrontation I gained much fm

the literature of much other professional workers as counseling psy-

ohologiete, communioation specialists, clinical psychologists and

social workers in the use of various methods in supervision. I was

introduced to the concept of content and sequence analysis and from

that we developed the matrix for looking at the events that take place

in therapy. We then designed a confrontation experiment to determine

if the use of video tape would be an effeotive method of training

clinicians-1) effective in changing their concepte of self and

78
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2) effective in their ability to make behavioral changes. We had three

groups, ten people per group. The control group was assigned a normal

caseload. Ten other subjects were assigned to a video confrontation

group which mean ''. that during thepy we video taped their entire

therapy seesion. Immediately after therapy the clinician would view

hie video tape. In the beginning ue watched 25 minutes of therapy.

We soon found out that we coul0 extract five minuteo from a therapy

session and get basically the eaue information that we could from a

25 minute confrontation. The only criterion that we had to use was

that it shonld not be the first five minutee or the laet five minutes

unlees we really warted to look at how somebody approaches a client

initially or how they terminate therapy. These are critical time

periods but they're quite different from the major activities in therapy.

So once a week for 14 weeks we taped a five minute segment from the

middle 20 minutes of the therapy seesion. This eegment was then viewed

with a trainer who was assigned to our video project. Prior to tha

video exposure eaoh student was given instructions about how to study

himself on video tape. The student was able to stop and atart the

video tape as desired. The trainer wee only there to comment if the

students edited him to.

Our third group of ten subjects had what we clan double confrcn-

tation. We made a video tape of them in therapy. As they were watching

that tape with their trainer, they were again taped. So they then liter-

ally watched themselves watching themselves. This methodology has been
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found to be tremendously effective in improving self-concepte of people

who don't think very highly of themselves. This very complicated

arrangement requiree two recorders in eimultaneous operation and two

monitors.

Before our students began the project a number of dependent

measur2e were given. We tried to get as mach hard data as we could.

We gave min's. We took all badkground information we could such as

their undergraduate grade point average. We looked at the Chicago Q

Sort, a personality tent which tells how someone might feel about him-

aelf. We developed a Q Sort of 100 cards to determine What is an ideal

clinician. The eubjecte sorted the cards before and after on where

they thought they were as a olinioian and where they thought the ideal

clinician should be. The subjects were quite a ways apart between

what they thought was the ideal clinician and where they thought they

were at the time of their sort. As a result of this first year, me

generally found that people who had double confrontation had the

greatest poeitive-ohange in self image. We found that when you see

youraelf watching yourself for some reason you tend to view yourself

with compassion. We found that, for people who appeared to have

healthy or relatively normal self images, double confrontation waen't

needed. There's a big waete of time, machinery and expense, no now we

do not uee double confrontation except for those people who seem to

evaluate themselves fairly low on such items as, "1 have trouble getting

my ideas out effectively to other people," or, "1 don't seem to perform

as well as my innate capabilities said I could." People who are very

heavy in that kind of statement profited from the double confrontation.
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Now both the single and the double confrontation people had an

interesting development in the "ideal" and the "actual" clinician

eort. Generally, if you study yourself systematically on video !ewer

a period of time, your "ideal" starto high and your "actual" starts

low. With confrontation the "ideal" tends to go down and the "actual"

stays about the same. You have become more realistic. In the control

group, we had a slight drop in tne "ideal" and a real rise in the

"actual." Bo probably the effect of video confrontation would be

that we would become more tolerant of ourselves and our possible

problems.

Another part of our study was directly related to therapy. We

loOked at the sequence of evente in therapy--when a client made a

correct response what did the clinician do? Did he eay, "O.K.?" Did

he do nothing? We computed for each student what we call a positive

reinforcement ratio. This means that if Billy says uwabt4t" we don't

saY "good" or naal. At first many of our clinicians did say that and

they were unaware of it. The positive reinforoement that cliticiano

ueed most frequently as a filler was the expression "O.K." We use

this gm' often. The child eays "wabbit" and we say "O.K." We are

unaware of it but the child doesn't forget. We found out in analyzing

therapy how important the reactions of the clinioian are in shaping

the child's behavior. Clinicians give positive rewards. We use that

terminology to mean that you do something that acoelerates a behavior

or makee; a behavior come badk--perhaps a positive head nod and a smile.

Another thing clinioians do is puniehment. I might add that we do not

use the word punishment because we got so much resistance from our kids
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that we used the terminology negative reinforcement. But we're really

talking about any behavior that a clinician does that causee a behavior

to decrease or atop. If I exhibit some behavior and somebody stops

what they were doing as a result of my action, we would call that a

negative reinforcement.

Another thing that clinicians do in therapy ie neutral social con-

versation. It is deliberately part of the therapy session but not a

specific goal of that session. Then the client does something--eorr et

behavior--inoorrect behavior. We count every time the child makes a

correct responee. Then we determine What percentage of thetas correct

responses were positively reinforced. Thiel counting can be done very

quickly in a five minute tape. Perhaps 80% of all the oorreot repro-

ductions were positively reinforced. Thie may be fine for Client A

but ridiculous for Client E. Hut, after counting, we know that 4/5ths

of our behavior in therapy with that client was positive reinfcrcement.

And that may be too high for learning to take place.

We then looked at these clinicians to see what they did when a

client made an incorrect production. How many times did they let him

know that that wasn't what they wanted? This is what we oall negative

reinforcement. As a result of our first year of Study, we found that

vdeo tape confrontation, single or doUble confrontation, made no

difference in the amount of positive reinforcement. We did find that

all of our clinicians in both the control group and the experimental

group used very little negative reinforcement. Many clinioiane did

not use no-response0 or negative reaction(' at all in the heginning.

However, tholes with confrontation significantly inoreaeed their

negative reinforoemente. Apparently when you see that punishment is
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just a matter of head nodding, head shaking, poetural shift, saying

"No,tt awing "Try it again," you are more willing to tie0 it in therapy.

We have found that our best cliniolane in the clinic and in the commu-

nity are the ones who are not afraid to uee negative reinforcement.

I would say that one characterietio of an efteotive clinioian is his

ability to punish, possibly just a head nod or head shake. We have

found that one of the obvious effects of video and audio oonfrontation

ie that people become lees afraid to say "No." You eee, in our oulture,

we don't say "No." We do not uee negative reinforcement very often.

Many of us are far too timid, in my opinion, to wee it in therapy. I

think that for many clients when they are off-target they ought to know

they are off-target.

But, again, after lociking at all thie therapy for a oouple of years,

I think we can definitely conclude that one characteristic of an effec-

tive olinician, somebody whose w/r cases get over their w/r eUbotitu-

tions, are cliniciana who uee punishment, some kind of feedback to the

client to let him know that what he did wee 1121 vorreet.

We then decided to see if audio tape would accomplieh the same

thing. S the second year we divided otze groups. We dropped the

double confrontation gro2p and added an audio-confrontation grow.

Basically we did the same thing this year and Ile found that audio tape

is as effective as video tape in changing your self concept. However,

the video tape ie a far more effective way of looking at what goals on

in therapy. .The good and bad clinician varies in non-verbal behavior.

It isn't what you say, but your expression. I think we're learning ae
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a whole society today about the i:remendous effec of facial expreeeion

and intonation ae communication media. Non-verbal cues carry much

meaning and this is what la loot in the audio taping.

In our experiment with audio tape we took a video tape of the

person the way I previously described to you. Then we merely turn off

the picture and listen to the audio channela so we can control the

quality of our audio information. There's something about seeing

yourself or hearing yourself critically that makea you a little more

comfortable about your aapability as a clinician. I don't think we've

identified exaotly viiat it ie you see or hear that doea this.

Negative reinforcement rati a etill shot up with people who had

audio confrontation experience. I think a very critical thing in what

11 be saying from now on ie thia. YOu can watch or haaT yourself

on video tape by yourself and derive something from im. Hoi.v,ver, if

you are taught to use some !rind of a xmler or a matriN when you Iodic

at youreelf it will be many more timee effective. When you learn to

look critically at certain events in therapy the experience will have

far more power for you. We think we've developed eevera/ matrices for

the cliniciaa. We'll apend sometime this afternoon learning to coore

one matrix. I would like you to eee the same therapy aequancy on video

and than listen to an audio and see what you missed.

You oan't just turn on a television eet and watch a tape of therapy

and gain a lot from it if you're watching your own session. The advan-

tage of tape recordings ie that you have immediate playbadk and thie

immediacy must be used by a supzrvisor, either yourself or someone
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else. On video tape you can reoapWre an oral posture over and aver

again. I can sit in the observation roomm and iodic at eomebody make

a sound and it's gone. I can't even write it down or verbally describe

it. But on video tape I can stop the tape and I can show you what

happened. If you are going to uee video tape to lodk at youreelf or

to Wave others view themselves in therapy, you should try to free the

equipment so you can have an immediate playback. If you wait a day

or two it ie less effective than if you lot* at yourself immediately.

It 10 my belief at the present time that all of us would be better

clinicians, perhape better persons, if we would spend 1Q minutes a

week looking at ourselves or hearing ourselves. I want to ehow you

a way that you could record your own therapy session on an audio

recorder, piek cut five minutes of that selection and critically analyze

it. If you do this every week you'll become aware, perhape for the

first time, or some of the tango that you do to control behavior or

the people with whom you're working. If you have access to something

like video reoorders, fine. If you're in a school system that hae

audio recorders use this method. It does not require video tape.

Someone hae aeked me how we determine effeotivenees in therapy.

Today We have to determine effectivenees by the responses of the client.

If somebody's problem diminishes or ceases then we would say that

clinician wae effective. We have had an Impossible tatik of trying

to equate effectiveness across parametere. Articulation effectiveness

is fairly easy to quantiry. However it in very difficult to determine

if you have or have not achieved fluency. But it is our philoOophy

generally, which r ally emerged out of video tape, that the most
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tive speech therapy always starts where the client is and assures

in every therapy session a high rate of cozTect response. So me have

used the terminology anrda. We search for can-Ag behavior. With a

pre-schooler our goal in therapy may be only to have him attend to our

face. We will then reinforoe attention, eye to eye contact, and looking

at the clinician's face. But for each partioular aeoeion me must take

a baseline measUre of what a person is able to do. How oan we work on

deoreasing dysphonia if we don't have a clear goal--a target to shoot

for? We !search with the client for hie best production or his best

behavior--his anrda performance. We asseao hu much of that good

behavior he can do and then, by whatever therapy method we want to

use, we try to reaoh some kind of target goal.

So the therapy focus, if you were looking at video tape, would be

that the clinician uses various
facilitative techniquee to reach a

target goal. How terrible it must be for a child to go into therapy

and have a failure response for 30 minutee! And how much of our therapy

is built thia way! It appears to me that the beet therapy has 75-80%

succaseful responses. If it's higher than that, then what we are dol4g

le probably not diffioult enough.

We see this approach in artioulation therapy. The most effective

articulation therapy, for instance, seams to be where the clinician

searches for the client's best articulation. Effective articulation

therapy, when yclA study a video tape, usually begins with a baseline

measure in every sesaion to determine what the child is able to do

that day. We do see a lot of variability. What you do today you

couldn't do last wodk and because of some event in your life outside

of therapy, this week you can. Or, though stimulability didn't work
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last week, it could work today. So part of every therapy 'session In

our articulation therapy ie often a searoh for what the child la able

to do. When you determine what he is able to do then it appears you

should make an increment of difficulty so ihat hip success rate will

not be 100% but 75-80%. We teach our 'students that, once a client is

able to articulate correctly, he dhould go to rapid production-pro-

ducing the sound ea fast as he oan. In the real world of talking we

just talk and we have no awareneee of where our tongue is o whether

the process is being tapped or not tapped or the tongue posi.lned or

not positioned. But in therapy session we work ae rapidly an 1 iible

becauee that produces an automatic production which seems to fa itate

carryover. However, in the analysis of a therapy sequence, the ;terial

presented should be slightly more complex than the child is able do.

If it is too complex, if the failure ratio is too hligh, and I'll ehow

you how to quidkly compute that this afternoon, then the material pres-

ented should be more In line with what the child is capable of doing.

I think success at an BO% ratio Ohould be built into therapy, no

matter how simple your goal may be. It maybe as ample as getting

him to walk into the room. You begin vhere 'somebody is (I think this

is coneistent with motivational peyohology--therele nothing like

success to breed more meioses). From a behavioral modification point

of view, you always start with a baseline and build upon it.

Again, if I could leave one meeesage with you it would be that the

higher the failure rating of your client in therapy, the poorer the

therapy aeseion and the less effective you are as a clinician. Find

out what the client can do and focus in the gsa,d2 area. That will
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bring up the defioite more effectively than if you sit in the apy with

a olient who cannot name objecto and have him practice naming. That's

horrendous therapy. Terrible. When we do language therapy with pre-

school ohildren, once again, we try to find where it is the child

functions beet. And if we're around 75 to 80% suooessful in theraPY

we know that the ohild is working at a level compatible with his

ability. If, for example, we're insisting that he say things which

are beyond a pre-sohooler, then we'll have a very high failure rate

and with that high failure rate you will see a lot of client behavior

that will almost destroy the session. The hyperactive child will bn

all over the room. Why? Becaume the tadk presented in therapy ie too

difficult. Clients are very eimilar to clinicians, they tend to do

over and over and aver that which is succeesful, that which has been

positively reinforced. So, to be an effective clinician, we should go

at a 75-80% success rate. The correct client response Should be re-

inforced on some kind of a eohedule--either one-to-one or five correct

responses before we say good. Unless we have this I would say the

therapy session runs a real riek of not being too effective.

We find another thing in our therapy sessions and that ie that

diagnosie and evaluation are part of every therapy session. We all

know that but soms people don't do it. When you're using a matrix

of some kind you can very quickly identify the clinioians who do not

do it. The matrix we use is shown in Table 1.

The ten categories ars intended to be ueed to score video tape or

audio tapes of therapy seseion Hon the fly.11 That ie, the behaviors

of the therapist and client can be scored oontinuously as the tapes

1,68,



Table 1.

Speech Therapy Scoring Matrix

Category
E132191L.- Title Brie Deacrintion

1 Describe, explain Therapist elicits client be-
havior by denioription, expla-
nation or by direct control

2 Model Therapist elioits anent be-
havior by direct and con-
scioue modeling

Posftive reinforcer Therapist positively rein-
foroes the client, either
verbally or non-verbally

Negative reinforcer Therapiet negatively rein-
foroes the olient, either
verbally or non-verbally

5 Neutral and/or sooial Therapist engagee in ac,iv-
itiee which do not require
client responee or which
deal with session goals

6 Correot reeponses Client makes a responee which
in correct in terms of the
therapy goale

7 Incorrect r eponsee Client makes a response whioh
is incorrect in terms of the
therapy goals

Inappropriate and/or soo1a1 Client makes i response w.-i,oh
10 not appropriate in terms of
the therapist's goals or
eagagee in sooial converea-
tion not reladd to the
therapy goals

9 Positive self-reinforcement Client positively reinforces
himself by verbally or non-
verbally indioating that he
considers his reeponse correct

10 Negative Melf-reinforcement Client negatively reinforces
himself by verbally or non-
verbally indicating that he
coneidere hie response correot
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are played. It may help to have a switch to turn off the tape machine

if you get behind the scoring, but after about 30 minutes practice,

mnst people are fast enough to stay up with all bat the most"rapid

oequences of interaction. Rapid scoring requires practice, but there

is also a way of scoring the interactions on a form which permits the

fastest possible recording.

A t- ical recording form le shown in Figure 1. It consists of ten

lines, one for each category. The therapist categories (1-5) and the

client categories (6-10), are separated by an extra space to help keep

the sectione of the scoring form clear and obvious. The faetest and

eaoiest way of scoring is also illustrated below. This method consists

of making a short horizontal line (about the length of a dash ) tor

each act and then drawing a vertical line to the next ci,:.mory. Some

people begin scoring by planing a dot or x in each category as it occurs,

but thie tende to be a slower proceee than the continuous line method.

The vertical line method of continuous drawing ie faster for the same

reason that script writing is faster than printing; you don't have to

make as many sharp and distinct changes In the movement of your handm

and fingers.

Figure 1.

Recording Form

1- b -.21. - M TM MN ma=
v .'ITT51M11111111111MIIMIMIZIN MI MI ,d.- I 1111.111111=111111M WM °I

- , I IMTNEW1111111111,111111111111
HT rre9IWZMINTIMIIIIIIIMNIIIIIIUM1111111=1/11I1

111=111111111111 MI Mil INEMINITIWTTIMITM= ME 111111111ILI

self-re

90'4.



The recording form allows continuous scoring of the ac,ta on a

session as they ocour la seouenaes. This is important because part of

the value of the recording system is to allow you to analyze the

sequence of acts or behaviors as they occur. It is of some interest

to know how many acte of different kinds show up in one therapy session,

but it is much more uaeful to know in what order they occur. Therefore,

it lo important to score the tnerepy aesaion continuously and keeping

the acte in the sequence in which they occur.

What constitutes a unit of behavior on a video tape? The rule in

thie regard is fairly simple. Basal everv Osage la Abe 13322

aptlyitv 2x be halrior Ibet 1401/0A11X fella 11112 mud= Pategory. For

example, assume that the therapist begins with: "Okay, Johnny,

want you to start by trying to Say a word. Say, 'rabbit." Thia

begins with a Category I (describe and explain) act and goes into a

Category 2 (model). Now assume that another therapist begina this way:

"Okay Johnny, I want you to start by trying to Bay some words. These

are easy words that we worked on last time, and I don't think you'll

have any trouble with them. In fact, I think you'll have fun. Start

by saying Irabbit.s This sequence would be sacred exactly is the

previous one. Elven though there are three distinct sentences or thought

Units in the beginning, they ars all Category 1 statemsnts. So you

start with a Category 1 and go to a Category 2.

In addition to recording every change in the type of nativity, kft

Aars IgIVS9rd 2XIZZ gaterD01.04 1241Mail 9113.01 and th2PShist, This is
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important in order to establish the full Oequence of interaction. Natu-

rally, any shift from the therapist to client or vice veroa ls automati-

cally a ehift in category beesume of the may the oategory system ie set

up. Remember that we are interested in non-verbal behavior as well as

utterances. Therefore, each smile, frown, nod, shake, and so on,

conetitutes a unit to be scored in the category system.

We were concerned in the beginning about our system because we

weren't taking account of time. We were counting events. Sometimes we

explain and describe for a long time. So one of our graduate students

worked on this projeot, timing the events to see if we needed to plot

the time. We found, however, that time correlates eo closely with the

nuMber of events that you don't need to bother with time. This is just

a way of looking at the session. If you see that ene individual cli-

nioian is spending a lot of time explaining and describing you will

see a lot of events marked under explain and describe. And you can

aek, "I wonder why you have to explain this one so often." Well,

usually the reason you explain things often is that Category 7, failure

to respond ie occurring. So you explain it over again. Now you may

Bay, "Well, it seems to me that if you had taken a baseline in that

particular session and iodised at what you wanted to do first before you

presented your medele and your inetruotion that you wouldn't have to

have a high nuMber of inoorreet responses. We say that, if 30% of the

responses are incorrect, that'e too many. And the clinician BNys, "You

Oaid 75-80% might be correct and now you say 30% inoorrect." Well,

there is a Blight overlap. I'd gay that if over 30% of the child'a

responses are incorrect, then what he is araiked is too complex. Then

the tadk ought to be simplified.
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Let's respond to your questione now.

Quostion: "Do you use this to lodk at group therapy as well ae

individual?"

Answer: In loOking at groupe waive need different oolore. That's

the only way it would work. Let's say Billy is red, John is blue and

Mary is green. This ie n21 the most effective thing for groups. It

really is not. WO tremendous for individuals but it ie diffioult to

appiy to groupo. We have used color coding. We might lodk at one

minute or a minute and a half of the group and try to see what each

child ia doing. And it's kind of interesting how one child will have

parallel activity to another child and maybe the third is a oomplete

loner. The categories are down here and everyone else is up here. You

could quickly idenWy numbers not responding. We're developing a meth-

odology to nee it with groups and it looks like it will have to be color

coded. We try to make it as simple ae possible. If it becomes too

complex, people are not going to use it.

Queetions "In a statement a little while ago you said tor better

learning enlaces:: about one out of five reeponeee dhould be error and

then you said you should start with what the client ean do and then

involve yourself in a can-do therapy. Are you then operating on the

apsumption that this normal human behavior can-do therapy will produce'

20% error or do you edit the therapiet to try and consider the potential

error performance in the activity she planned7"
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Answers In the area of can-do, when you do your baseline assess-

ment that baseline is basically 100%. Then you get off the baseline

as soon as poesible and you increase the complexity of the task just

slightly. That's when you start to have 20-.25% error. You get off

the baseline in the search for what he can do rather than any attempt

to evaluate what he can't do.

With a "functional" kind of problem, the as umption is that eventu-

ally he ought to be able to do what ie acoeptable all the time. So then

you get closer to the goal where the client can do almost all the kinds

of activities you can dream up. When he's at 100% mastery of complex-

ities in therapy then I think me would have very clear graphic evidence

that therapy, at least for that task, ought to be terminated.

Questions "But as you get to this then you have another dimension

to consider in this kind of structure because you've got a nonreward

kind of behavior."

Answer: One of our categories is self-reinforcement. Once the

client etarte making that old distorted sound correctly, self-rein-

forcement usually takes over and not much clinician reinforcement le

required. Self-reinforcement generally becomeo a pattern during the

end stages of therapy.



Summary

All self-governing systems require feedbadk. Feedbadk la a basics

chara teristic of all social and biological organiams. It ie recognized

as an essential part of the learning process. Mauy educational proce-

dures such as tests, report cards, the grading of papera, and the like

are used, to some extant at least, to provide students with information

or feedback about how they are doing. VTR self-confrontation has the

advantage over most other feedback methode of being highly aocurate and

thorough. It can rrovide an individual with a rather complete and

highly objective replay of his past behavior. TheoretIlly, euch

feedback should facilitate the learning proceoa by enabling the

individual to modify hie future behavior on the basis of his past

performance, and his future behavior oan also be video tape recorded

for feedback purpooes. By demenotrating the positive effects of VTR

self-confrontation, the present investigation cT,rtainly Supporta the

validity of feedbadk theory and emphasizes its important role in the

learning process.

While not overly dramatic in its effecte, double confrontation had

a measurable and dietinctive impact on the subjecte. In the single

confrontation condition, adbjects viewed their performance eel clinicians.

In the double con-condition they viewed themselves viewing their clini-

cal performance. Since the findings indicate that learning occurred

during single confrontation, it could be said that double confrontation

subjects watched themselves learning. it is conoeivable, then, that

double confrontation provides an or..-ortunity for individuale to learn

about how they learn. The implications of such a feedback procese are

many. Additional rebearch int- the effects of double confrontation

should be conducted.



The video tape recorder is a relatively new piece of educational

hardware. In recent years it has become an important part of the

educational scene. It is being used at a nuMber of institutions in

the training of teachers, counselors, clinical psychologists, medical

doctors, lawyere, speech therapists and public speakers'. It is also

employed extensively bY induetry for in-eervice training purpoiles.

However, very little of a scientific nature is known about alternative

waye to use the video tape recorder or ite relative effectiveness.

The present study represents one of the few systematic attempts to

develop a specific VTR methodology for self-confrontation and to test

ita effectiveness. The findings are encouraging. They suggest that

VTR self-confrontation is a practical and feasible educational meth-

odology and that ite effects oan be distinguished from more traditional

educational approacheo. The study lends further support to the age old

dictum that true learning begins with self-knowledge and und standing.
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Norman Kagan, Ph.D.

I'm going to taIk with you about how you teach uomeone elee to

establish a relationship which, though it may not necessarily be a

therapy relationship, at leaet has therapeutic,' potential or thera-

peutic elements. This is a problem which is faced by more than thooe

of us who are in counseling and psychology. I have an appointment in

the medical school and there they are concerned about the /same thing.

How do you train a medical student so that, when he sits down with a

patient, he can have a therapeutic impact on that'patienta psycho-

therapeutic impact on the average kind of person who comes to him.

Peyohotherapy is a bad name for a process we all need, that is, eome-

one else listening to um and helping us think through where we are

who we are and how to make the decisions we face. There are people

who are badly crippled in these areas and who are in need of psycho-

therapy. But almost everyone in this world needs a good friend fre-

eUently. And, ao profeeeionals that kind of function needs to pervade

our work muoh more than it has--the function of good friend, 'bk. 2apiet,

oouneelor. There's another eide to the coin. The pereon who can es-

tailieh what, for want of a better word we'll call the therapeutic

relationshipthe helping relationship--ie not only likely to be able

to help another person think through hie feelings, attitudes, values,

and beliefs more effectively. He IS also likely to conduct a better

interview. He is apt to get more accurate, more complete data from the

individual in almost any area. Physioians who are trained in these kinds

of interview dkille end up hearing more accurately from patients the full
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nature of their physical ilinese. The physician who ie trained in thrum

kinds of interview akills and who can communicate to his patient, "I am

really interested. I am really trying to hear what you have to say.

I really do want to know what makes you'tick as a human being, phys-

ically and emotionally," is likely to come up with a better diagnosis.

We have no hard data to support this, just lots of clinical observation.

I guess I'm giving VOU a salsa pitch about why we ought to be

looking at the way we, as supervisors and educators, oan help those

professionals we're preparing to learn to enter into a therapeutic

relationship, in addition to their other 'Skills. Being convineed that

this ought to be done, and doing it are different bags completely. Now

that we've etated thie we can go home and eit with a group of our pao-

ple and shout at them as I have shouted at you about the importanoe of

eetabliehing a therapeutic relationship. They'll go out and they'll tell

other people about how important it is and none of ue will be doing any

of it. Of oouree, in eounseling and psychology it becomes particularly

impOrtant that we learn ways to establish a therapeutio relationehip.

For yeare and years we talked al people. Then we inaugurated the dem-

onstration. We would bring in a client in front of a group and inter-

view him. They oall it.modeling now. It had some advantages. It had

eome disadvantages, too. One is that people usually go out and imitate

the wrong thing. If the therapiet wae making a pipe, they bought a

pipe and now they know how to look like a therapiet. Maybe they'll say

4 couple of ah-huhls, but they'Ve really quite missed the point.

I don't want to knock the supervieory relationehip based on thie

kind of experience completely. Occasionally a pereon could, from the
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way in which the supervieor related to him, get a certain kind of feel

for what a productive relationship le like by experiencing it. This

has been observed often enough. Freud's notion that the psychoanalyst

should be psychonalyzed moved us more and more into process experi-

ences for the person in developing certain skills. That has now reached

its peak in the T-group--the confrontation group. Everybody is in a

T-group, looking at his feelings and experiencing a meaningful kind of

relationship. I think this has a great deal of importance and a great

deal of value. But it hao some limitations. I'm going to lay out the

problem as we've wrestled with it aver the past several years in search-

ing for better and better ways to accomplieh certain goals. One of the

limitations of the T-group is that it can be great or it can be a bomb.

Ur, you can tga that it is great and it can really be a bomb, depending

upon who'S running it. We have eome data to support this. We took one

eight-day laboratory of 80 people in T-groups all over the building.

They got together as a total community and it was a wild therapeutic

eight dayo. We gave empathy scales the first day and the last day

because, if you learn anything from this type of experience, you should

increase in empathy--the ability to fe l what another person is feeling.

And, indeed, there wee a significant growth for the total group. But

when we started locking at sub-groupe, we found that some had made

ckyamotic and fairly consistent gains while other groups had consistently

Gone down as a group. This has been supported now by the findings of

CarkhUff, who found that a poor therapist not only does no good. He

literally can =Ake someone ).ess sensitive than he was. When the group
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membere start getting into something really meaningful, in very &subtle

ways, he says, "Shame, shame" or "I don't really want to hear about

that." As a person really begins to get into something important,

the therapist amply says, "You know, let'e go back to the thing you

were talking about a minute ago." Enough of that and it begins to

clidk on oome subtle level that one doers net talk about certain thingo.

Or the timing interpretation often servee the function of cutting off

communioation. The T-group technique that does thin beautifUlly is

"Ah, hal What's happening in our group right now?" Someone gete into

something that really hurts and suddenly the leader decides to process.

So now the group goes into a big cognitive analysis of where they are.

The members of the group soon learn not to talk about meaningfUl

things. Basically, then, the T-group can be great or not depending

on who's doing it. Also, many, many people don't catoh the memeage even

after a good T-group experience. Yee, their sensitivity is increased.

They have had a wonderful experience with a group of adults where they've

learned a great deal about themselves, how other adults feel about them,

how they feel about each other. They have actually learned some new

behaviors. For example, they began trying to be more aggressive if

they felt they had been too timid or they've tried &flitting up for awhile

if they were too aggreseive. However, often they do not see clearly

the relationship between that learning and the ten-year olds with whom

they work. We apeume that there'll be generalization toother situa-

tiona but often even after a good experiende, it di:16=ot click. Ten-

year olds are just different enough that the thinge they learned aboUt

themeelvee don't quite transfer. One reels= we prefer to use group

I OD'
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therapy as well as one-to-one is that at the end of the one-to-one

experience, the person often came cut saying "God, that waa wonderful.

I found a person with whom I could be great and different. With all

other people, though, I wouldn't dare it." There'd often no general-

ization and thie ie a terrible thing. This io why our process measures

often give ue Bignificance but, when we follow through on behavior gnI

there, we havenvt quite helped them make the transition for other situa-

tions and they haven't made it for themselves. So there needs to be

translation to the epecific situation.

The other thing is, we tend to swing on pendulums and when we give

up the didactic "Here's how you do it" approach, we give up the lecture.

We may say the onlv way you learn to become more sensitive with cther

people is to get into a T-group. Bverythlng else is worthless. We

put you in a group and yon lodk at your guts and that,o the way you

become a better supervisor. That's an unfortunate ewing of the pendulum

beoauee we are not just affeotive beasts; we are also ooenitive beasts.

We think. We need more understanding of what it ie we are trying to get

through an affective kind of experience. It would be easier to achieve

thin understanding if we had some cognitive guidelines and if we knew

what kinds of outcome behavior we were trying to develop. For example,

if you are trying to .prepare me to be a supervisor, it would help me

if I knew what you would like me to be able to do with my oliente and

if you would remind me of it periodically. But one of our difficultiee

is that we have tended to throw out the cognitive.

Use of Television

About six or seven years ago, my colleagues and I began uOing tele-

vision. We video taped some of the Opeachee for eome NDEA institutes
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we were holding so that we could play the tape back to the students

during the year. We then aeked the epeakers if they would like to

see the video tape we had just made. Ao they viewed themselvee, we

saw something interesting as we etood back and watched them look at

themselves. They would egy the eame kind of things that we had

thought about them--"Gee, I'm stiff." "I look down my noes when I

talk." "I don't convey muoh respect for my audience." We began to

realize that there was a marvelous opportunity for self-study in

immediate video play back.

As we thought about this, we began to say, "If this would work,

what a fantastic way to train therapists." We video taped clients

and counselors. Wa then had the counselor leave the room, one of ue

went in with the client, played back the video tape on a Otop-start

basis and asked the clients what they were thinking and what they were

feeling at that specific time. We ware not attempting to evaluate the

counselor but just to help him see what the olient was feeling. This

turned out to be fantastic feedback. Clients were able to look at

themselves and remember, in unbelievable detail, their thoughts and

feelings.

We also had a great deal of self-confrontation going on. A client

would look at himself and, given the freedom, would beein by eaying,

"What I'm saying is so different from what I'm feeling. Anyone looking

at me should know what I'm feeling." In other words, you know yourself.

You can see through yourself and you assume that other people oan. But

when you see yourself on video tape, you recognize, in wayouthat probably
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no one else would, the ways in which you're defending or hiding. So

we found that if We let people look at themselveo instead of having

the therapist do a lot of interpreting they could do a great deal of

self-discovery, both positive and negative. They might say, "Oh, dear,

that wasn't what I meant to may," or "You know, I don't think of myself

as coming through very (strong but I look pretty good there."

To make a long story (short, we went through an entire process of

this. We did some very oxtensive control studies for a period of about

a year with our (students. Many people learned a great deal; some people

learned very, very little. For some it was an extremely threatening

experience. That is, here they sit with their client. In comes some-

one elso, goes over the video tape with their client, and they end up

'with a recording which has a lot of data on it, much of which is con-

fusing. They're not sure what they're hearing or what to do with it.

It was not at all uncommon to have junior high sohool kids honeetly may

things like, "I had the feeling that the therapist or the counselor

wao scared here, so I changed the subject." "I had the feeling at thie

point that the therapist wanted me to tell him that I like him eo I told

him something nice about what he's doing." "I had the feeling that the

therapist really wasn't interested in the vocational decisione I'm

making, that he really wanted to taIk about my mother or eomething, so

I talked about my mother." As a beginning counselor, when you hear the

13 year old client talking this way, it can be pretty devastating. We

found we had eome etudents who were taking tranquilizers before they
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went int We realized we had a pretty potent tool and we had become so

enamored with the potency of tho media that we had let the media become

a thing unto itself instead of a tool. That led us into a whole series

of other experiences.

Elements of the Supervisory Process.

Let me describe a sequence that we got into to teach certain ele-

mente of the supervisory proceee. We first analyzed what we want our

counselore to be able to do. Are there any fairly concrete kinds of

things that we can identify which separate the effective communioator

from the less effecttve communicator? Gan we identify any common

characteristics of the physician or the therapist who is the kind

of person weld like to train? Are there thinge he does or doesn't

do that we wish to build into the training we are doi 7 We loCked

at a lot of video tapes that we had. We searched the literature to

see wh,4 WRO available there. We talked to clients about interviews

they had which they felt were good and oome which they felt were a

waists of time. And then we went badk to the interview iteelf.

What we found was that the more.effective person tends to deal with

the affective elements of the client's 'communication more often than

does the less effective. That is, the client says Something that, al.-

though it has cognitive element, is also a body state. We a mood.

Feeling goes with it. The most effective communicator tends to at least

ocoaeionally recognize the affective elemente and communicate about

them. "Gee, I hear what you're paying. You mound mad about the thing

you're talking aboUt." "I hear what ynulre saying and I notice that

your voice tene2 to drop and you get very quiet as you say these thinge."
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That is dealing with the affective oomponents--"I hear what you're

saying, but what are you feeling as you say it?" Although the thera-

pist does not deal with the affective elements of every statement that

the client makes, the effective therapist does deal with them more often

than the ineffective. In a deep psychotherapeutic kind of relationship

it might be as high as 17 out of 20 responsee dealing with feeling tone;

in an effective medical interview, it might be as few ae four out of 20

responses.

Another characteristic was that, udth the affective or the cognitive

elements, the effeotive communioator oommunicates understanding. It's

not enough that Id knows he hears what's being Oald. He lets the other

person know that he hears it, that he underetands. We believe this

communication of understanding is exceedingly important. It makes all

sorts of sense, because not being heard is one of our more frequent

experiences in sooiety. Most people don't hear us as we talk. They

don't hear the cognitive or the affective elements of what we're Baying.

We don't really listen to each other. I tell you about how much I hurt

and you're just waiting for me to finish so you can tell me how much you

hurt. I tell you about my parents and you wait, and say, "You think you

had it rough. Let me tell you." When somebody really listens to you,

you are encouraged to go on and tell more.

A third oharacterietic was that the effective communicator tended

to be specific rather than nonspecific ebout what he was hearing. He

tended to label honestly, even when it would be rough for the other

person. It's calling anger, "anger," not irritation. Itle calling lust

"lust," not affection. It's calling uglineee, "ugliness," and beauty,

"beauty," not shying away from eomething beoause it happens to be
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strong or intense. The lees effective communicators frequently mellowed

things out, washed what the client had said and gave it back to him it

very clean, nice terms which stripped away the richness and the Inten-

sity of what the other person wae trying to say. This can be a good

way to make enemies or to get fired from your job bat the effective

communicators tended to do it. You cannot of course, do all of these

things promiscuously but you uee them appropriately.

The final charaeteristic of the people we were able to identify

clearly was something we called exoloratorv. The responees of the person

to the clIent wan much that it encouraged the client to go further, to

accept or reject, to wrestle on. They didn't come through with such

statements as "Your problem really is7-". They were more apt to say,

"Gee, it sounds as if--. What do you think?" That is, they were

constantly saying, "Here is the way it mounds to me. Now, you wrestle

with it." They almost intuitively recognized that unless the pars n

begins+ discovering things for himself with the therapist, not much 10

going to happen. All we know about learning telle ue that, to learn

really important thinge, one must be acttvely involved. Deepite sem

of the recent work in therapy on ample behavioristic reinforoemente,

am convinced that we must be aotively involved in the discovery

process if we are to ohange complex behaviors each as understanding

ourselves.

Teaching the Elements of Supervision

having identified these elements, wo then had to atik oureelves, "How

do you teach people to fla these things?" We decided that the first need

is for our people to become really acquainted with the elements T have
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suet discussed. The first experience we sot up is a merles of video

tapes of other people interviewing. We give them a rating sheet which

has the elements on it. And we say, "Look at someone else interviewing.

Listen to what the client said. Look at whnt the couneelor did in

response. Now, did the counselor deal with the affective? Did the

counselor communicate understanding? Was he specific? Was he explor-

atory?" They rate every statement on all four of theee characteristios

in many video tapes. At the end of a few eessions of this they have a

pretty clear notion of thin aepeet of the interviewing situation.

Please remember, I'm presenting these elements not only as a

developmental sequence, but also hopefully as a kind of model. That

is, for the people you're supervising, it might be appropriate to throw

out some of the elements that I've given. There's nothing geared about

this whole approach except as a model which worked for us.

The next experience is to help the student recognize waye in which

they trip over their own feet, the ways in which they assure their own

defeat. We set up an interview for them, video taped it, and then asked

the client to leave. We then played the video tape badk for the trainee,

but under a very, very low pressure, low threat eltoation where the

supervisor will not interpret but will ask such queetions as "What were

you feeling? Whe were you thinking? What were you trying to get the

client to think or feel about you? What did you feel about the client?

Were you tempted anywhere along the line to do anything a different way/

Do you remember what you were feeling?" Notice that none of these

questions become, "You know what you really should have done at that

point is--?" They all vere, "Hey, tell me about mg. Tell arau about

107
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zag. and tell mg about mg." Given this kind of encouragement and inter-

rogation, things began to happen. Counselore who appeared not to under-

stand what was going on between them and their client came up with the

most fantastic kinds of understandings which they had, but which they

did not revcal to the client or to the person observing them. People

need much less "telling" about what is going on in terms of dynamics

than we think. They know and feel on some level. They just don't know

what to do with it or are afraid to do anything. I've seen medical

students on video tape when it looked as though they really had no

underetanding of the eubtle element of the relationship between them-

eelvee and the patient. However, on recall they have 'stopped the play-

back and eald, "I had the feeling that what the person Was really feeling

was a great deal of pain. He was ready to cry or Was going in this or

that direction. But I chose not to deal with it." "Okay, why did you

choose not to deal with it?" "I might hurt the other person. If the

other person began to cry, I would have to sit there and feel that I

had made her cry. The person might not like the experience and might

not come back and that would have hurt me." Because medical students

frequently want the client to think they are older and wiser, they sit

and look /vs though they really understand everything being aaid. And

the funny thing is that, while they're vatting there worrying about how

to impress the patient, they are often literally not hearing what the

patient is saying. We see this with teachers frequently. They miss

the puzzled Jock or the kidle face becauee they're so hung up on,

"What will I say next?" "How do I deal with thief?" Often the teacher

is looking at the child and not eeeivg or hearing. It ie an amazing

kind of "tuning out" phenomena.
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So you have two things at work. One is the "tuning out" which

typically comes where the beginning counselor is spending a tremendous

amount of time worrying about impreeeing the other person, rather than

relaxing and looking at him. The other phenomenon ie whet I call

"feigning clinical naivet;," pretending not to understand that which

they really do. That's not so unusual, by the way, ea it sounds. That

is a normal part of socialization. You and I have been taught from

earliest childhood to pick up subtle cues. Everyone of us is a

potentially fantaatic therapist because we have learned to pick up

from eaoh other the moot oubtle readings. But we've also been taught

to then pretend we didn't hear it, to react but then fake it. For

instance, I meet you and you say to me, "How are thinge at home?" and

1 say, "Oh, all right." You have caught the message that things are

lousy but as a socialized human being you also know that you should

shift gears. So on the one level you read it and on the other level

you say, "Ah, that'a nice. And how are things at work?" That's an

exaggeration but that's what we do constantly. That's eocialization.

We look at eaoh other and we recojnize the messages and then pretend

that they're something else. You almost have to or you don't live

through childhood.

Well, let me now just summarize briefly the eupervieory training

program. First, to acquaint people with the elements of effective

communication, we let them look at video tapes of different people

communicating, rate the people they maw, and, finally, to look at

themselves. We've not actually had them rating themselves in that

1
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first interview but we have had them rating themselves in role playing

experiences. After they've done a lot of rating we have them role play

with each other, look at the video tape of the role playing and rate

themselvea. After that first experience, they look at their own recall

and this in where they begin to get some understanding. The number of

sessione that you do is entirely dependent upon the person you're

supervieing. Presumably, after these oxperiencee, he has somm under-

standing of the ways in which he does not do the things he would like

to do.

Often when we put him back in with the same client or other clients,

he's made a lot of improvement but not quite as much as we'd like. How

can we help him go further? The most typical problem that these young

people have is learning that one c be aggressive without being hostile.

They do not understand that, when you are In the role of a helpiri, par-

son, pursuing eomething with someone is not a destructive, cruel thing

to do. We have to teach them to pursue something aggressively, to become

actively i volved and realize that it will not destroy the other person.

Again, there's a video technique that just seamed to naturally emerge in

helping to develop the interrogator role that I mentioned previouSly--

where your job is to push without interpreting, to say, "Come on, now,

what were you thinking? What were you. feeling?" We give people a brief

training session on this, so that they rea117 understund the role. WO

than have two people team up. One interviews the client; the other

observes. Then the first interviewer leaves, the second goes in and

goes over that video tape with the client. He will eay, "What were

you thinking? What ware you feeling? What do you think he was trying
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to get at? What were you trying to get at? What else went through

yovr mind?" Aided with the video tape and the fact that it's not his

client, people generally learn to take the chance of pushing and being

more aggressive. Inevitably at the end of a eeseion like that they

come out saying, "Gee, you know I pushed hard and the client really

learned a lot. I thought all these insights and understandings might

hurt him but they didn't." In essence, the person has tried on more

aggressive behavior and found that It can work, has found that he can

be more professionally aggressive. We then do the recall experience

with the client. The supervisor observes and at the end of a eension

wiles the trainees what they have learned in the interrogator role. We

found that this method of letting trainees go over a video tape with

another person gives them enough of a crutch to enable them to "try on"

some other kinds of behaviors.

So now he's acquainted with the elements, he's gotten some under-

standings of the ways in which he filters or tunes out, the ways in

which he tries to impress others, the ways in which he bloCke. Hole

been given some practice now at new mndes of behavior. What we do now

ie to start having him concentrate on feedback. Now he's ready to hear

som one else do recall with his client. He may 1!_sten in or watch

through one-way glass or listen to an audio recording of a recall

session at this point. He's ready to listen to the impact he was having

on his client and for it to have some meaning to him to hear where he

connected and where he didn't connect, to check out some of his hunchea.

He becomes more and more acquainted with the impant of the things he's

1 1.
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doing. Because, up to this time, all we've been doing is having him

lodk at himself and teach himself certain things. Until this point

we've really not concentrated on what is happening to the client. But

now, if he's gone successfully through all the early stages, he is ready

to listen to the client without it being too devaatating to him.

Then we gat to the final stage in our current developmental sequence.

And that is the thing that aeparatee the men from the boys even among

competent, experienced psychotherapists. That is the ability to deal

honestly with the here and now. The relationship which exists in ther-

apy is the most real and honest example of the way in which the client

doce or does not enter into human relationships. It's silly for me to

at and talk with a client about what happens between him and his

father, an item that may be important at some stage, and to miss

completely what's happening between him and me. What'a he doing with

me? What does he feel with me? What are his expectatione of me? What

does he want me to think about him? What ie he afraid I might think

about him? Isn't it foolish for me to listen to him taIk only about

what happens to him under stress gut there and miss completely the subtle

on-going stresses of the here and now between him and me; to taIk about

his fears and not recognize when he gets pale when me are talking; to

not recognize when his face begins to shine and his palms begin to show

little beads of perepiration; to not recognize the frowns; to not rec-

ognize the way he loOks when I stop to think for a moment, almost fright-

ened to death of what I might say next. But how do you teach people to

112
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do this? This ie the toughy. When we went out and looked at therapists

who have been in practice for years, the Inability to do thie often

separated the therapists who really could make changes in a client's

life from the ones who couldn't.

After running many video recall sessions, we began trying to deter-

mine if there were any generalizations one can make about what people

seem to be doing in thene seneione, 'whether clients or counselors or

phYsioi&as. We found many of them. The "tuning out" that I mentioned

is one, particularly as you become introspeotive and begin to think

about yourself or about what to do with what the other person is saying.

It became apparent that one of the more effective kinds of things to

teach people about interviewing Was to concentrate more on what the

person is saying and less on being clever with what he's saying. If

you can't do this you are going to miss a great deal that is important.

Not only that, but they get subtle cues that you're really not listening

to them. There's very little hiding place in human interaction.

Another I mentioned to you before is the feigning of naivet;--

pretending that we haven't seen and heard things that we really have.

The third thing that came out was the extreme importance of the here

and now. No matter what a client ie talking about in terms of life out

there or problems out there, that client is looking at the couneelor

and saying, "I wonder what he thinks of me. I wonder what he's thinking

about what I'm saying. Here is what I want him to think about what I'm

saying." That can consume most of the client's emotional energy in the

situation. So the most appropriate basie for helping the client under-

stand himstlf, is to deal either Immediately or as soon as possible with
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the I-thou relationShip. "Look what's happening between u8 and how

does this relate to what goes on out there."

Use of Simulation

The next things that came out, eleosion after session, led us to

the ase of simulation materials. It seemed to us that there was a great

deal of commonality in what people said they were concerned about in

relatiagto other people. There was a concern that could be generalized

as, "If I get close to this other person, he will hurt me. If I drop

my defenses, I allow myself to become interpersonally involved. If I

let myself gok I will be vulnerable. He will hurt me. I will get hurt."

For each person it took on a different 'specific! story. "I'll be

insulted." "He'll treat me just like my father used to treat me."

"He'll tell me I'm not so smart." "He'll tell me I'm etupid." "He'll

tell me I'm ugly." Similarly, "If I allow my defenses to fall down,

you might do something that's just se frightening. You might become

affectionate." That can be just as frightening as if you became hostile

or aggreasetve, even more so for some people. Then there's the other

side of the coin that we heard from all people to eome extent'; "If I

allow my defenses to drop, I may hurt the other Person. I may hurt

the person I'm talking with in one way or another. If I'm not careful

I may do harm." This goes all the way from hurting his feelings to

killing him, depending on the individual. You can Bee what the next

one is. "If I'm not careful my affeotionate-dependenoy needs might

show through and I might become affectionate, seductive, dependent.

Somehow I might get closer than I should get."
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So we salted curaelvea if we could simulate the fairly universal,

generalized, interpersonal kinds of conce ns we kept hearing from the

clients? Could we video tape the client and the counselor in this

generalized kind of fear situation? Could we simulate the nightmare?

Could we simulate the things we're afraid might happen but never do

because we never let things get to the point where they have to be

tested? So, I got two actors and I had them lodk straight into the

lens of a Oixteen millimeter camera and recreate certain kinds of

scenes. We had Scenes ranging from subtle ones where the actor said,

"Well, you're welcome to come with us, of course" with a little smile

which gives you just enough of "I don't really want you there" all the

way to very obvious blatant situations. Or a person being seductive

from a subtle, "Gee, you're a nice person" all the way through to "I've

just got to have you right now," and many others. Our first question

was, "Would people fall for it? Could we make it real?" But we tried

it and we found people talking badk. We then began video taping the

subject as he watched the simulation, one Camera on the subject and the

other camera on the film. Then the person sat down and looked at him-

self as he looked when the actor was telling him he was going to beat

him up or whatevie. And if you want a Otimaant in therapy to help

someone start tan:Ing about what happens to him in certain kinds of

situations, this is tremendously potent.

It also occurred to us that we could make epecial simulations for

special purposes. We could take teachers and, instead of helping them

with their generalized interpersonal relationships, move in depth in

relationship to their fears abot,', children in classroom situations.
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For instance, we made some films of black and white teenagers looking

up at teachers and saying the kinds of things that usually drive

teachers up the wall. "Okay, if you're big enough to sit me down,

sit me down." "Gee, I tried to get you to like me but you just don't

like me." It's very effective as a stimulant for discussion with

teachers about their fears and what they would do if this happened to

them. One of the things that comes up with teachers very frequently

is that, before they see the video playback, they say, Nell, yeah,

that kid got to me, but one thing's for sure, I'm not going to let him

know it." And then they look at the video playback and they see the

way they looked and they say, "It's written all over my face. And,

of course, aey kid could see that he got to me." Thie is, of course

one of the things that we so much want supervisore to learn--to stop

trying to hide ao much because yoa arenq doi it anyway. The kids

read you and they know what's going on eo what you're modeling Is that

you were affected but you're not going to show it. So you are really

reinforcing lying behavior and teaching them how to lie. Naybe the

More appropriate thing is to let them know when they got to you and

when they didn't.

If we were goitg to redo our couneelor education oequence now

would introduce simulation and feedback very, very early. I would

probably introduce it shortly after they gone through the business

of rating other people emotions, maybe after the first actual session.

And I would use more simulatione. All I have now are films of adults.

But one day I hope to be able to make new filma of clients doing the

kinds of things which are nightmares for couaeelors. We have on
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complete role of the adults you saw in the film. I want to point out

that what I'm sp ndiLig a lot of time on now is one tool which will serve

one or two functions. This ie not a total complete treatment. This ie

one tool to be used at some point where it's appropriate in therapy

sequence, along with others. I don't want to blow it out of proportion

but it is such an exciting tool that I want to share my excitement.

NOTE: Dr. Kagan spoke informally and utilized much audience parti
pation. This article has been edited from the eldio tape of his
presentation with audience participation eliminated.
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Federal Sancort aw Speech gnd Hearing

Mary Ann Clark, M.A.

am pleased to be invited to represent the agency which is funding

this important institute. The U. S. Office of Education is interested

in eupervision because we are aware of the many areas of need which can

be affected by the provision of good supervision.

The clinical ataff which has the supervisor's encouragement to

evaluate and to improve the therapy services offered has a dynamic

program in operation. The students in training who have the support

and the clinical model of an insightful supervisor are certain to pro-

vide better help for children and are more likely to choose a career

in the field. The part time employees, the volunteer assistants and

the supportive personnel find their roles more clear, their "mesh"

with the basic professional staff more simple and their enjoyment

increased with the help of a competent supervisor. The school with a

good speech and hearing supervisor has a link with the rest of the

school system and with other parts of the professional community which

benefits all parties.

The informed supervisor can adviee hie staff on potential resourc

for program development. One of many such resources ie the Federal sup-

port for education of handicapped children. I would like to discuss the

work of the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped and help you perhaps

to discover some new poesibilitiee for your own clinical programs.

Federal support for speech and hearing has traditionally been

concentrated in the Department of Health, Education and Welfare (HEW).

A variety of programs are supported by the National institutes of Health

1.18
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including the National Inatitute of Child Health end Human Development,

the National Institute of Dental Research and the National Institute of

Neurological Diseases and Stroke. The Office of Maternal and Child

Health also has some training and service support. Until recently, the

largest aingle program and perhaps the best known to students in speech

and hearing was the support available through Social and Rehabilitation

Services. A more recent addition to the Federal ecene are the programs

supported by the U. S. Office of Education, which I repreeent.

In 1967 Congress created the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped

consolidate in one Bureau all aid for the education of handicapped

children. Since that time, we have become the major Federal support

for teacher training, research and service for handicapped children,

including the speech and hearing handicapped. The Elementary and Sec-

ondary Education Act, Public Law 91-230, provides in Title VI for the

education of the handicapped.

The Bureau is headed by an Associate Commissioner of Education. His

Immediate sta2.2 includes the people responsible for program planning and

evaluation, for the admlnistration of the total Bureau, for ite relation-

ship with other parts of the Office of Education and the Department of

Health, Education and Welfare, and also for the dissemination of infor-

mation and diatribution of literature. The full Bureau hae the services

of the National Advisory Committee on Handicapped Children which is made

up of non-government experts and laymen who advise on the administration

and operation of programs and who make recommendations for the improve-

ment of Bureau programa in an annual report to Congress.

119
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Each of the Bureaufs three divisions--Zducational Services, Re-

search and Training Programs has programs of benefit to the speeeh and

hearing haudicapped. Let me d.s ribe the Divieion of Educational Ser-

vices which contains the largest nuMber of activities which might

affect your clinical programs. This Divielon provides.assistance to

the States for the initiation, expansion zid improvement of education

for handioapped children, under Title VI,B and Title T. Some of the

data reported on theee programs by the various State departments of

education are of interest to us. I quote these etatistice from_Retter

Education fag lianacepped Chil4ran, Annual Report Fiseal Year, 1969,

published by the Government Frnting Office, Office of Education,

0,35097. The total expenditure under Title VI for Fiscal Year 1969

wae $24.5 million. Of that amount the States reported spending about

$3.3 million for the speech impaired and another $2.7 million for the

deaf and hard of hearing. That total of $6 million ranks second to the

amount spent for the mentally retarded, which eame to $9 million in 1969.

In the previous year, 1968, the States reported a total of only $1.9

million in the speech, hearing and deaf areas. It is of interest to

note further that the State departmente report only half of their speech

impaired children who are receiving services. They further estimate

that about 22,000 additional personnel would be required to serve the

speech and hearing Impaired.

Under Title II/ of the Elementary anti Secondary Act, provision is

made for the development of supplementary educational centers and ser-

vices. Beginning in 1969, the legislation required that each State

devote 15% of its money to special programs benefittiug the handicapped.
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Although State reports do not categorize expenditures by handicap, our

office estimates that approximately 4017 million in Title III funds were

earmarked for the handicapped in 1970 and that 1/4 of that amount, about

$2.6 million, was spent in speech and hearing activitiee.

The basic portion of the Service program, Titles I, III, and VI-B,

are formula grants to the Statea to be used according to plans developed

at the State level. Two other programa in the Division address them-

selves to specific target groups--th deaf-blind and the young handi-

capped. Grants in the Early Education Assistance Program and the Deaf-

Blind program are available to private non-profit agencies as well as

to public agencies.

The Early Education activity is designed to encourage the develop-

ment of model centers for the early education of handicapped children.

With the $3 million budget for 1971, 47 projects have been funded.

Some of these projects concentrate thef.. eeices on the handicapped

child in the inner-city, others in rural areas, still others in corn,

munity centers.

As a profession, we are well aware Of the importance of early int r-

vention. We have long beet in the business of caring for children from

early childhood while general education has more traditionally been

coneidered t. begin at age five or six. The prepent interest in exr-

tending programs down to include younger children mAy provide an oppor-

tunity for this profession to ahare the leadership in improving educa-

tional opportunities for young children. We have known for years about

the need-for parent counseling in the Child's early years when there is

a problem of stuttering or language delay. We also know the urgency of
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early identification and assistance to children with severe iiearing

problem; and the importance of early intervention for children with

cleft palates. We are further aware that the presenting complaint of

poor speech and language is often the first clue to problems of mental

retardation, hearing impairment and other neurologi al disorders. As

we become more sophisticated about the diagnoeie of Important language

differencee and as we develop effective therapies, we will have even

more to contribute to these early education programs.

One feature of the early education program is the importance pla ed

on parent participation. We are living in a time when consumers, par-

ents among them, see some value in speaking out, in getting involved, in

helping to shape the programs their children receive. The benefits from

increased parent involvement should be reaped by the children, their par-

ents and the education center.

Another program now in itS second year is the Deaf-Blind Regional

Centers which were developed in response to the children affected by the

1964-69 rUbella epidemic. This year, 10 centers for dear-blind children

will be funded to provide diagnoetic services for educational placement

in adjustment programs, counseling programs for parents, eervices to the

teachers and other personnel. At the present time, this program is

funded at $2 million and it io scheduled for increasing emphaeis in the

coming years. A major effort in this program Is the identification of

all deaf-blind Ildren so that L'tter services can be provided them.

The Research Division carries another critical aspect of our mission

to better educate the handicapped. This $14 million program includes
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a number of activities in the speech and hearing area. One of these is

Dr. Daniel Boone's video tape self-onfrontation project which you heard

him discuss yesterday.

Another project funded under the Research Division is the demon-

stration grant to the American Speech and Hearing Association from which

all of you have probably benefited. This grant allowed the employment

of two new aseociate seoretarias, one in tx,e area of echool-clinic af-

fairs and another in urban affairs. The suc--ssful workshops conducted

throughout the country laet spring for public school clinicians were

supported by this grant. The eetimate of total expenditures in this

Division in speech and hearing for Fiscal Year 1970 is about $1.3

million.

The third program unit is the Division of Training Programs. There,

we have an operation very clonely involved with th3 training of speech

and hearing personnel sinne 1964. while other agencies also support

training in speech and hearing, ths Bureau of Education for the Handi-

capped is the one with the mandate to train speech and hearing pereonnel

for careers In up_ schools,.

The Federal Government first authorized money to train teachers for

the mentally retarded in 1958, under Pnblic Law 85-926. In 1961, a

program to prepare teachers of the deaf was added, and in 1963 the Law

wae expanded to include the preparation of professional personnel it all

areas of the handicapped; that is, children who are "mentally retarded,

hard of hearing, deaf, speech impaired, visually handicapped, Seriously

emotionally disturbed, crippled, or other health impaired, who by reason

thereof require special education and related services."
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Training grants are made to colleges and univereities for the sup-

port of studente, faculty and the training institution involved with

preparing speech and hearing pereonnel. I think the Office Jf Educa-

tion can be credited with directing the attention of a nuMber of

training institutions to the importance of the school setting as a

critical environment for speech, hearing and language therapy. Among

other items, the guidelines for thie Oupport require that the training

!enter provide practicum in the echools, that they inclLle somewhere in

their curricula an orientation to school programs, and that the faculty

include people Who have had clinical experience in the schools.

Recently we adked our training consultants to think about changes

they have seen in training ae reflected in the applications they had

juat completed reviewing. Theee consultants are profeesionale outside

the Government who work in colleges, in clinical settings and in State

agencies. They came up with some very interesting observations. One

of the issues they diecusSed was the relationship of the clinical

trainers with the school clinicians. Let me quote from their comments.

Changes in clincal training are apparent. In the not-too-
distant past, the campus clinic was the practicum site. The
Division of Training Programs Panel feel0 strongly that a
apeech clinician cannot be adequately trained without expe-
rience with a \-ariety of communicatively handicapped people
in a variety of work settings. Applicatione for funding now
reflect that training prcgramo almost universally are utilizing
ae pram-tic= settings school facilities, hoepital settings,
c,Inunity speech and hearing centers, in addition to campus
clinics. College and university training programs have
establiehed better relationships 'With the people in the
schools and vice versa. Historically, a hiatus has existed
between university training programs on the one hand and
school service programs on the other. Despite the fact that
the major employment opportunity of speech and hearing programs
was in the schools, typical academic faculties made little ef-
fort to investigate what actually vent on in school therapr
situations, to evaluate the success of their studentr in these

12 4
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programs, or to seriously react to the suggestions by School
administrators as to needed modifications in the training of
school cliniciane. Until recently this gap has been groVing.
ate being increasingly recognized by training personnel that
the American school system is the natural environment in which
to do speech therapy. The extension of pre-school programa
downward in age and the upward extension of vocational and
adult education are minimizing the age limitations of the
schools. Moreover, the quality of school programs has
materially increased in recent years. This change in
quality ie reflected in reduction of caseloads, in sever-
ity of caseloads, in quality of supervision and data keeping,
and so forth. Ae a consequence, many training programs of

ality are not specifically preparing their oliniciano for
work in schools. As a result of this change, active cooper-
ation is beginning to take place between training programs
and school service programa and the cooperation is evident
in such factors as joint appointments, actual observatione
by univereity people in school settings, joint staffinga,
and systematic investigation of the effectiveness of training
programs for a school situation. //

One of the other matters very carefully reviewed in the applica-

tions from the universities is the matter of supervieion, not only in

the university clinic, but in the Schools. The Panel is very concerned

about what happens out there. You know how meager our training for work

in the schools has been. The "practicum" was sometimee a matter of pro-

viding services to a school in the neighborhood which couldn't afford

or didn't deaire a clinician on own payroll. What we were really

doing was putting an untrained etudent out into a situation where he

had little direct supervisic l. and limited assietance from a graduate

stUdent more concerned with hlo own academic work than with the su-

pervision he vae assigned to earn his living. In a real Sense, the

student was roeponsible to the local ochool for providing the work of

a professional clinician. It is surprising that people "prepared" in

this haphazard fashion ever chose careers in the echOole.

1/ Statement of MOE Speech and Hearing Review Panel, January 1969

-12
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Other queetions regarding supervision we consider very important

are: "What local school clinician will be supervising when University

X sends students to this school?" "What university staff person will

work with the student clinician and the school clinician?" We want

to know that the colleges are .oroviding sm.° direct supervieion for

studente during the school practicum. We believe that these supervi

sion concerns will help to make the training for work in the echoole

somewhat more organized and more fruitful.

In addition to the direct grante to colleges and univ9reities, our

tre.ning legislation also includes a provision for the State depart-

ments of education. Twenty percent of the training roney is allocated

tc State departments of education so that they may make some decisions

about what kind of training they feel is needed in their own States.

The money ie distributed on a formula basie and offers an opportunity

for people at the State level to have some in-put on the kinds of in-

stitutes best suited to the needs of their State personnel, the fellow-

ship or summer session provisions they need. You can see the importance

of making known to your State department personnel your specific

training needs. Last year, 1969-70, the amount of money spent for

training at the State level in speech and hearing under this program

was about $730,000. This year, 19 states are planning institutes in

speech and hearing. Fifty-three other institutes will be held under

the category called Hinter-related," and many of those will include

speech, Ilearing and language concerne.

What are the implications of these facts for the speech and hearing

profession? What can we expect for the future?
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We can expect a continued demand for more tralne epecialists

work in the schools. We can expect greater involvement of the profes-

sionals with the State departments of education. We can expect more

parent participation in requesting, developing and using service

programe.

Some increases in training money probably will occur, but perhaps

not in the traditional form. Looking at the data from all the States,

our best informatior now lb that only about 40% of all handicapped

children are receiving services. There continues to be a ocercity of

personnel to serve them, and we will se-J more attempts at other kinds

of training, probably some in the area of eupportive personnel. We

also need to find ways to train full professionals differently.

Training centers will be aeked to tell us how they can best train a

given nubber of studente and the plans developed at University A may

well be different from thoee developed at University B. We have a

small special projects program in our training division whose purpose

is to encourage people to think about new ways of getting the same

product or new waye or getting a new product to do the old job. It

is a very small investment at the moment, but if we begin to get some

promising results there you may see increasing emphasis on special

projects.

As more decisions are made and an more money is available at the

State and local levels, more people will have the opportunity to effect

the priorities for their localities. Thus it is critical for the Spee...h

and hearing people to find a voice for their concerno, both within the

local programs and with the legislators who have the abiiity to expand
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support for the handicapped. We have to be involved with the setting

of prioritiee. We have to be effective in broadcasting those programs

that work well. We have to assess our Leeds for new assistance and to

make them known. We have to be ready with some good projectJ and pro-

grams to demonstrate that we are well able to improve the lot of the

handicapped children with speech, hearing, and language problems. That

after all is the busineoe of all of us--to effect changes that make for

better communication for the handicapped.
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Stan Ddblineae, M.A.

One of the most important roles of the supervisor of a gpeech and

hearing program in the schools is to insure program continuity and ef-

feotiveness. Another dimension that we aan gdd to this is accountabil-

ity. Ail of us are aware of the push by taxpayers for accountability in

the educational pi-ocesn. They are concerned with the amount of money

placed in the educational coffere and are demanding that it be spent in

termsof:

1. Efficiency: Am I getting the most learning experience in the
least amount of time for the least amount of
money for my child?

2. Effectiveness: Is the money I put into learning experience the
most effective use of my money to achieve that

educational objective?

Economy: Are there alternative methods of programming and
administrating that are less expensive than the

present methods?

As eupervisore or olinicians ye -uat get involved in the "Three Els"

actively and soon. In the schools we find that we are having to justify

our positions more and m re frequently. In many areas special service

personnel are eoneldered a "frill" and ale the first to go when a large

budget cut must take place. The "frill element" becomes quite evident

when us take a lodk at the commitment tbe echoolo have made to epeech,

language and hearing osrvices. Do we get the best possible rooms to work

in? Are we allowed to schedule our oases on a baeis similar to other

NOTE: Thie topic wag not included in the pre-planning of the Conference.

However, because of the current interest, Mr. Dublin-eke presented this

information at an evening so:lesion. Mr. DUblinske is Consultant, Clinical
Speech Services, Division of Special Education, Iowa Department of Public

Iastruction.
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educational services and activitiee? Do we get the quietist roome for

hearing testing? Do we get full cooperation from administratore and

teachere? Unfortunately, in many cases the answer to these questions

is, "No." If we are going to insure that our services become an integral

part of the educational system, we are going to have to develop a system

of accountability which will generate data that ehows that we do indeed

provide a valuable service to the total educational process.

One of the problems in discussing accountability with clinicians is

that, as soon as you mention the concept of measurable objectives or per-

formance criteria, it brings to the surface the "CAN/TBEDONEISM SYNDROME."

For some unknown reason we, as clinicians, feel that we can't measure the

job we are doing in terms of effectiveness or be held accountable for the

job we are not doing. I think that we, as clinicians, mullt develop our

own program goals and objecttves and set our own performance criteria

before others do it for us.

Just what is accountability? Accountability is defined simply as

knowing: (1) What you are going to do, (2) When is it going to be done,

(3) How you w2.li know when you are there, (4) And the coot involved in

getting there.

The system that is involved In achieving accountability can be

Galled Program-Planning and EValuation. Many systems have been developed

to achieve management by objectives and all revolve around identifYing

n- ds, developing goals, writing measurable objectives, and putting a

coot factor on achieving the various goals. Each state or unit may have

its own term for the system they u0e.
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The steps involved in developing a PPE system are aS follows:

1. Develop a goal structure based on desired program functions

within which all pereonnel may develop objectives. The pro-

gram functions that should be included are program development,

staff development, budget, program evaluation, public relations,

liaison, instructional servicee, in-eervice, research, trane-

portation, facilities, recruitment, curriculum development,

equipment and materials, identification, and others.

2. The next step is to identify and verify needs. The staff may

then begin to write measurable objectives.

3. The most important step in PPE 10 in developing objectives. In

PPE we discuss two types of objectives: Program Objectives and

Instructional Objectives. Any objective that does not deal

directly with children is considered a program objective.

Program objectivee deal specifically with the teacher-child

relationship and are used to evaluate effectiveness of this

particular phase of the program (direct instruction). In-

structional objectives must be developed on an individual

basis; program objectives may be developed as a staff function.

The following are examples of program objectives:

A. By June 1, 1971, each clinician will have held a minimum of ten

direct contact conferences with the instructor of each student

in the caseload to discuss the child's progress_and give the

inetructor a minimum of three suggestions for classroom activi-

ties that can be used to Improve the ohild's speech and language

akill0 in the classroom. A conference report will be submitted

to the oupervisor and classroom teacher indicating the content

of the conference, the suggestions made and the number of sug-

gestions carried out to completion from the previous month.

Report to be aubmitted within five days after completion of

the oonference.

B. By September 30, 1971, each clinician will have selected a case-

load of not more than 50 students. A list or cases selected and

the indicated problem will be eubmitted to the classroom In-

structor, building principal, and program supervisor five daye

prior to the firet day of service.

The following are examples of instructional (behavioral) objeotiv

A. After 15 hours of direct contact service with the clinician,

John X will produce the correct /r/ with 98% response accuracy

in four 30 minute seseions as recorded in 40 minutes of directed

oral reading, AO minutes of structured verbal response, and AO

mlnutes of general conversation activities.
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After three hours of direct contact service with the clinician
John X will have increased his response accuracy ratio on the

/8/ by 30% as indicated on a transcription of audio recordings

of session one and esseon 12.

The final step in PPE ie developing the program budget. The

final budget can be developed after the objectives hir been
written and a specific amount of time is allocated f4. ach

objective. This is accomplished by arriving at a basic
support figure for the personnel involved and multiplying
it by the nuaber of days for each objective. Once the cost
of each objective hae been computed, objectives can be totaled
verticallr to obtain the coot of completing a particular goal

or the total program budget. The total cost or the program
budget may be much higher than the traditional line item budget

that has been allowed in the past. It is then the responsi-
bility of the financial decieion makers to cut out specific
programs and components until they arrive at a coat of edu-

cation that they feel ie permiseible. In doing this, it must
be realized that cutting repources also reducee the impact the

program vill have ot the education of students In their unit.

As a supervisor you can develop a program system that revolves

aroand six basic program components: (1) Identification (2) Remediation

(3) Referral (4) Consultative (5) Administrative, and (6) Research De-

velopment Services. Within these components yoa can indicate how many

hours of service a child gets, how many parent conferenoes will be made,

how many carry-over suggestions made, professional meetings attended,

number of cases seen, office time, research projects developed, etc.

To measure the effectiveness of the clinician-client relationship, which

is really vbat accountability is all about, we must develop instructional

objectives or behavioral objectives which tell us where the Child 4.04 now,

where we want him to be at the end of a specified time period, the cri-

teria for indicating achievement and tlie evaluation procedures used to

measure effectiveness.
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A$ an example of the difference between moat traditional programa

and the programs that use the Program Planning Evaluation principles, I

would like to share with you a report that could pass between a super-

visor and a director of epeoial education. The directorhae aaked that

the supervisor sUbmit a monthly progress report for October. The first

responses come from the supervisor who is not using the program planning

evaluation principles.

1. We had 200 oases scheduled during October, 1970.

2. We are trying to get teachers more involved in the carry-over
process with children in their class.

3. We are continuing work on the language development manual for
special class teachers of the educable mentally handicapped.

4. We dismissed 20 cases during October, 1970.

5. We had an in-service meeting on Behavior Modification Prin iples
Applied to Articulation Problems.

These responees from the traditional supervisor can be compared with

the responses of the supervisor who is utilizing the Program Planning

Evaluation principlee.

All clinicians scheduled a maximum of 20 cases peen four times
per weak on an Intensive Cycle Schedule for 30 minute eeesions.
Each child received a minimum of four hours of direct contact
service during October. A total of 200 cases were scheduled
for e aaaimum of 800 hours of direct service.

2. Each clinician held a direct contact conference with each
olient's teacher and discussed the child's progress and gave
the teacher three more suggestions for working with the child's
epeech in the classroom. Of the 1,000 suggestions given to
teachers by the clinician0 in September, 87% were carried out.
This is en increame of 17% over the September report.

3. We have two chapters out of ten completed in the boeklet "Lan-
guage Development Activities for the EM8." We spent a total of
16 staff hours thus far and plan to be done with the manual and
have it reedy for final copy in 70 more hours.
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L. We increased the responee accuracy ratios of 100 oaaes by
30-50% aver September ratioe. We increased the RAR by 50%
or nwre in 80 cases and we dismissed 20 cases who ware
responding with 98% accuracy in four consecutive seeeions
consisting of directed reading, structured verbal response
and general conversation activities. These 20 cases will
be followed-up four more timer: during the reet of the year
to check for regreesion.

5. We held an in-service meeting on 3shavior Modification Prin-
ciples Applied to Articulation Pr&129ms with all clinicians
in attendance. Eighty-oeven percent of the meeting objectives
were met and 100% of the clinicians agreed to conduct a behav-
ior modification program with One or more students and submit
the results to me by December 1, 1970.

If you were the administrator who was being held responsible for the

total effectiveness of the program and had to request money from the

school board to hire additional speech and hearing personnel or expand

programs, which report would you want to get?

The important thing to remeMber in planning is to make sure objec-

tives are measurable and not broad statements of intent or goals. The

supervisor is the one who is directly responsible for the program, and

considering the fact that we can no longer accept that some cliente

receive service for two to five yearn and still are not diemissed,

think it is Important that we look at some alternative methods of pro-

gramming whidh will have an impact on the service provided to children

and the progress they make.

A problem we have had in speech and hearing in reporting program

effectiveness is that everyone wante to blame someone eigie for the

ineffectiveness found. Cliniciane blame univereities, parents blame

the school, teachers blame it on poor materials. Nobody wants to be

held accountable. What we need is a judge to make a deoieion. I think

we have found th judge in the measurable objective. Either the ,objec-

tive ie met or it isn't, and nobody is to blame. However, if we are to



be successful in attaining our objectives, we are going to have to

investige.e program planning evaluation principles and develop pro-

grams based on conoern for changing behavior in children.



Training of Lumgylegrg of Speech and Hearing Programs in the Sohoole

PANEL DISCUSSION

Kcderator--De. Kennon Shenk

One member of our group has juet provided us with Dome bubble gum

and I find on the wrapper of mine what may be a definition of a super-

visor. A boy e saying, "I'm going to the pet shop to sell my dog."

The man answers, "Sorry, Pesty, I can't buy that mutt," to which the

boy replies, "He's not a mutt. He's four different kinds of a thor-

oughbred."

In beginning this panel diecuesion on training, I'd like to make

two or three comments. I think it's important that we start with the

assumption that speech pathology and audiology is a professional field

in its own right, not a part of some other field. Secondly, I believe

we need to assume that, as a professional field, we have developed some

training standards, guidelines by which we train our people. Thirdly,

it's important that we accept the fact the% we, as a profession, know

more about what we do than anyone else does. The standards we have set

up for our profession are a good base from which to operate. The ques-

tion, then, to which we want to address ourselves is: When and how do

we train a ;supervisor in this profeesional field? I'm going to adk Ted

to start us off today. He has some ideas about the Skills which should

be possessed by people who are going to be supervisore and how they

shotild be trained.

pr. Ted Peters, Universitv Wisconsin

As I've been Sitting through this Conference, I have found that

I have grouped much of what has been said into two categories:
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(1) "supervision," that is supervision of the actual therapy process

itself; and (2) "administrative," or in oth r words activities, like

budget making, program planning, interaction with different department

heads, etc.

I think that "eupervision" would be very similar from one environ-

m ntal setting to another, whether it's in a pUblic school, a clinic or

a training program. The only difference may he in the level of sophis-

tication of the person being supervised. So let me begin by talking

about "supervision," what experiences and Skills I think supervisors

ehould have, and where the training programs could get involved in their

training. First of all, I believe very strongly that a supervieor needs

to be a Skilled clinioian. Although, I know there's no magic in a

Master's degree, I do aseume that a supervisor should have at least a

Master's degree and a few years of experience. And, since we're talking

about eupervisors in the school's, I would like to see at least some of

this experience take place within the schools, dealing with that age

group, the kind of problems that are confronted In the school, etc.

Where, then does the training of a supervisor come in? I believe

that this training should be post-Mastere training--perhape somewhere

during those first two or three years following the Master's degree. I

have no definite opinion whether this is done part-time, during a summer

program or by going back to ecLool full-time to get an advanced degree,

but I do think that the training of a supervisor should include some

background from the following three areas.

1 37
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First, I can envision seminars or courses that would deal with

certain theories and methods involved in the supervision of therapy,

for example, the information brought to this Conference by Boone and

Diedrich. I believe there should also be a practicum in conjunction

with these courses. The practicum would involve actual supervieion of

clinicians, possibly students in training, with frequent meetings with

an experienced supervisor to discuss probleme and techniques related

to this superviaion.

A eacond Skill area that I see the training programs prwiding is

related to the interaction of hflAnu beings. Thiu ability, I Lelieve,

ie one of the most important dimensions of a good supervisor. When I

look at the probleme I've had in supervision and what I've seen others

have, it seems to me that they have arisen out of an inability to in

teract effectively with the other person. Some people may be born with

the innate ability to interact with people, but I think it can also be

trained. Whether we use seneitivity groups, encounter groups, therapy

groups, individual counseling or Whatever, it is important that we have

a way to develop the ability of supervisors to understand themeelves

end others and to learn to interact effectively with others. Let me

draw from my own experience. I had a minor in guidance and counseling

and part of our work reouired involvement in a therapy group, like a

sensitivity group. Besides dealing with our own problems in this group,

we also dealt with the therapy that we were doing at that time in the

counseling center. Thua, we nOt only Were helped personally, we were

also helped in our olinioal counseling akills. Some of the -Skills I
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find most helpful for me, n dealing with students, and in supervising,

come from the guidance and counseling area. I believe we need more of

this in the speech and hearing field.

In the third area, and it would not have the emphasis of: the first

two, I see training programs prariding supervisora with ease olinioal

research akills, so that they can systematically study and analyze the

problems within their own clinical programs.

In the area of nadministration,fl I would think here again some of

the information and skills would be comparable in all employment environ-

ments. I believe much useful knowledge, such as taat presented by Reitz

and Mee at this Conference, could be obtained from course work in such

fields as organizational theory, bueinee0 management, etc. There may,

however, be some administrative pmbleMe unique to the schools. There-

fore, some course work in eduoation policies or educational adminis-

tration would be benelficial to help supervisors understand how schools

are organized and financed and where our programa fit into the to-hal

educational picture.

This then, concludes my current thoughts on wheu and how we train

people for the important role of supervisors of speech and hearing pro-

grams in the schoole.

Moderator - Mary Wood is go;.ng to talk to us about how the Univereity

of Texas trains supervisore.

Mies Ehmix Wood, University 2f Texas

For several years, at the University of Texas, part of our graduate

program included a weekly staff meeting on training in supervision. The

graduate students who participated in sudh staff meetings were advanced.
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In the early stages of the program, students who had in excess of 10C

oli-lea1 hours ware invited; more recently we have allowed only those

who have 200 clinical hours to participate. Student supervisore were

sseigned to a team of student clinicians and the whole unit of student

clinician-student Oupervisor was supervised by a staff member. After

several years of experimenting with this, we decided that it was pos-

sible to teach eome of the aspects of supervision. From this experience

has evolved a graduate couree in supervision. Dr. Lear Ashmore's book

is used in the course. When no graduate course is offered we still have

the staff meetings for selected students in which we discuss supervision.

Student supervisors bring to the clase or the meeting the problems they

are having as supervisors and these are discuseed.

In order to illuetrate graphically to the students all the component

parts of supervision we use what we call a mpervioion Irlang11. The

middle of the triangle is the supervisor; one side of the triangle is

the employment faoility; one side th superviseee; the baeeline the

duties of the supervisor. The graduate course, the staff meetings and

Dr. Aehmore's book are all divided into three major sections--adminis-

tration, inetruction and clinical supervision. The emphasis in teaching

in these areas le on the following: Administration includes personnel

problems, scheduling problems, public relations, working conditions,

and leadership akille. Instruction includes such topics as the role of

learning theory in the supervisor-clinician relationship, listening

skills, technical akills, the role of personal bias in supervision,

observation and deeoription of behavior, how to give constructive

criticism, in-oervice training, and conducting staff meetings.

140,
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Our biggest problem ie how to provide a praoticum experience. In

the graduate course, and more recently in otaff meetings, we have the

students divided into eeveral groupo. Each group hae an equal number

of student administratore and student supervioors. As yet, we havenIt

worked out the personnel problems involved in 4ving :-1,ch student an

opportunity as both administrator and supervisor so it ie very rare

for one student to have the practicum in both areas. The student-eu-

pervisors are assigned to less experienced students to "supervise."

The team of student clinicians with a student-supervisor is supervieed

by a staff member. Student supervisore are required to obeerve their

"supervisees" at least once a week and use some form of observation

scale. They aleo have conferences every few weeks with their staff

3upervisol, to discuss all agpects of the student clinician-student

supervisor-client relationship. In these conferences they discuss ouch

topice as what the students are learning, what the student thinks about

the experience, the problem° they are having in communicatl,ng, their use

of observation forms and the therapy being done by the student clinician.

Student supervisors have some problems that can,t be brought up io

the unit conference with the otudent clinicians because ths Student su

pervisors have a hard time learning how to deal with personal conflict.

For one thing, they are not too much older than the student cliniciane

theylre supervising and they have a very difficult time providing con-

structive criticism. So some of these problems have to be worked out

in the staff meetings or in the class.
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The student administrators in each group are aesigned to ot,..,r

staff supervieors for administrative work which includes a variety

of assignments. These assignments inclw:e such activities as intake

referrals, learning the forms and filing systems, helping echedule

for evaluation and therapy, helping design and execute parent-educa-

tion programs, planning the non-credit staff meetings that our otudents

are required to attend every week, equipment maintenance and record

keeping. They're required to come up with some administration inno-

vations, either for our clinical program or for a public school or

agency program they've visited. Sometimes they are given projects.

The groups meet together independently of each other and independently

of the class or the staff meeting. They ohere their probleme and stu-

dent administratora frequently undertake projects such as administrative

innovations for our program, case-eitudy problem solving, designing ob-

eervation scales, designing evaluation scales for student clinicians

and pUblic relations problems.

One of the side effects of tnis program in student supervision ie

that it seems to provide some level of urderetanding and communication

between the students who have had the course and the staff supervisorm.

It's as though the students never completely return to the role of

student.

Moderator - Letle move over to Bette Spriesterobach who is going to

teak about what dhe calls mini reaearch activity, in which she has

been engaged in Iowa.

1 4
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kka- Botta aLlga&Malkhy Unt-Yorsity Iowa

The project I'm going to talk about is a plannin4 project related

more to student practicum in various field settinge than it ifs to

training of supervisors. However, there may be some comparisons to

be made. The concept of praoticum in field settinge is not a new one

around the country, as you know. However, we wanted to find out if

we can do anything within the model of the fiel etting that we can't

do on campus.

When I began, I eent quastionnaires to the directors of ETD cer-

tined training programs in the eountry. When I aciked why they umed

the field setting for practicum, the answer was usually, Bccause we

have to enable our otudents to get cIinioal practice with live bodiee

of varioue kinde." I realized how lucXy me have been at Iowa to have

so many practicum fa.tilitiee close at hand. We have, for instance,

major medical facilities which include speech and hearing services in

otolaryngology and pediatrics, a hospital echool for severely handl-

capped children, an ENR program, a V.A. facility and the pUblio gichools.

So me have not had to eend students out of town to get clodk hours.

However, all of these settings are baeli7l2y training institutions

except for public sohoole and the V.A. A similar philosophy pervades

all of them so we wondered If these place& offered the breadth of

experience needed.

In Iowa, about five years ago the Governor issued a directive

saying that all services provided by the State, from Motor Vehicles

to Social Welfare, must move to a delivery of serviees on a regional

basis with regional centers throughout the State. The centers for

regional educational services are called Regional EduoatiOn Service
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Agencies. These are agenciee which take in all eervices other than

regular classes. We were interested in knowing uhather it is better

for the student olinieiah to go out to a service setting of this type

for his praoticum or if it is the theraev he does that is important,

regardless of the setting. Is it important for him to experience the

"Gestalt" of the whole setting? Are there things that are so different

in various service agencies that the students need to experience them?

Would this kind of experience put what happens it the therapy room into

a kind of perspective in terms of delivering service in various agencies?

We have been able to have a trial run on this. We are not going

to build a prototype at this point in time because of the slow pace of

development of regional programs. We were able, within the framework

of the nublie sehoole practicum, to put two students in the traditional

program within the Ioun City system as controls. They weut two after-

noons or two mornings a week throughout the semester. Of the rest of

the group, four were placed in a seven week block in Systems which

happen to be within driving distance but were regional programs. They

went all day and they did nothing elee except attend a group meeting

with other students doing practieum on campus. They had no didactic

course commitments or other therapy commitments, so they were free to

give their total effort to the praotieum. The eontrole had claases

on campus. We were interested in seeing if there was a difference

in what the students got from these tun Mmde of experience.

The oupervising clinieians in the regiotal programs had never eu-

pervieed studente before. I should say, parenthetically, that I had

spent about a year trying to learn what I could about the supervisory
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procesS as it applies to activities that presumably help a student

trainee become a better clinician. So we invited the supervising cli-

niciane in Tor an all day talk-session where we talked about the super-

vision process. We had them do a little practice and talk to each

other about what they were doing, right or wrong; how it could be

changed and how to present a good reason for what they did as they

demonstrated. This proved to be a very difficult thing for them to

do and it obviously takes practice because the second time they did

thie little experiment they were b tter at it. They were more comfort-

able and the students did seem to get more from it. At the end of the

two block periods we talked together again about the aorta of experi-

ences the supervieor had within the blodk. We talked about communi-

cation, logistics and so on. Then we atiked them to suggest structural

changes of the experience within terms of what could be done in their

procrams.

We aaked the etudente to keep a diary plus other more formal re-

ports and this turned out to be the moat useful thing. We aeked all

of them to do this, including the ones doing the traditional kind of

practicum in a service program. One thing that ehowed up waS that,

in the traditional experience, the students never talked tc themselvee

in their diaries about emything beyond what the children were doing

in therapy. Occaelonally there would be a comment about a oonference

in which they had been involved but they =ever really indicated that

there wae +anything out there beyond therapy. The onee in the field

settinz were quite a contrast. At the first, of oouree, they were

terribly self-con rned. "How am I doing?" "This supemieor isnot so
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great because I keep aaktng her how I'm doing and ohe won't tell me.

She talks about what ws can do with Jcanny or how we can hhndle this

group a little differently," Instead of feeding the ego. But they

tended to stop talking about this kind of thing and they became more

involved in a classroom teaoher hassle rut in School A and the effect

it was having on the climate within which the kids and the teachers

were operating. They became concerned with the problems of dealing

'th parente in a high socioeconomic school or with problems with ad-

ministrators. Or, "If I were running this program, this ie how 1 would

like to set tt up." So they were able to attend to things that were

important about the whole service center.

We were able, through a couple of conferences both in the middle

and at the end with students and supervisors, to get some information

about Vali*, in which studente ought to be better. What we don't know,

of course, le whether thie kind of practicum can be done in any kind of

a service setting and have generalization from it to another setting.

And we really won't know, until lots, more studente can try it, if it

has value or if it allow clinicians to begin work a little better

oriented to the eetting. The other question I would liLe to have an-

swered is whether this gives them a head start on perceiving the things

involved in the supervisorls role. This has a nuMber of implications

for training of supervisors.



Discussion Period

Nbderator -

We've had 1=8 euggeetions booed on our biases, on a course and

practioam which departs eomewhat from the total training program and

a mini-resaaroh" project which may be relevant to the training of

supervisors. We know that sometime-somewhere universities are going

to 'legume or be adked to aesume responsibility for training supervisors.

So we'd like to hear what experiences you have had or wieh you had been

able to have had before you became a supervieor.

Queetion: A question for Nhry Wood. If you 'were to get a request

for a supervisor would you recommend one of the supervision trainees who

has just finished a Master's degree?

Answer (Wood): No. I do not believe that a course in euporvieion

is going to teach you how tc: supervise anymore than a course in therapy

is goint to teach you how to do therapy. I think the student supervl-

Oore who have had our couree ought to have experience all a clinician in

a working sfAuation before they attempt to fUnction as supervisor:3.

Nbderator: So, you do not train a supervieor. You expose your

atudents in training to a course?

Answer (Wood): That'eexactly right.

Question: Ild.like td aek Nhry Wood aboUt the effect on the less

experienced sUpervisee of relatively inexperienced supervisors and also

on the clients who are receiving therapy. I have some concern here and

that le why I would favor putting thie kind of emperviaion training later

on in the pereonle career.
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Answer (Wood): It has been our experience that the young student

cliniciane do not suffer. In facts they usually report great profit

from the experience. We try to guard against any harm to our clients

by olcsely supervieing ',he team. Occasionally there are complaints from

the young student clinicians about their student supervisors but 90% of

the complainto have been of a personal nature rather than complaints

belied on the inexperience of the student supervisor. I think one of

the advantages is that the student clinicians are required to plan and

account for everything they do to the student supervisor. The student

supervieor sometimee has more timr for conferences with all students

than the staff supervisors do.

Questions Have you considered using your plan of training supervi-

sors in either a workehop or a summer program for people in the field?

It would seem to me that clinicians with a year or two of experience

might be most receptive to this approach.

Comment (from audience)s I think this would be good. There is a

point at which a clinician who has been working for a time wants advance-

ment. Mbst eduoational settings are offering salary for credit beyond

the Master's degree. Some states have requirements for certification

as eupervieorm or administrators which could be met with some specialized

training ks.1h as this. In addition, however, they need information about

state lave and state certification. And we can also gain much from other

areas, particularly business management.

14 0
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Comments Another point we need to consider ..Ls that there are dif-

ferent levels of supervision. You have state people 'oho need certain

Skills at the overall consultant level; in sohools now you have direc-

tors, coordinators, administrative assistants, supervieore and resource

personnel in programs. So, in ta,ling about adminiatration and supervi-

sion in the sohools, you have to look at the way schools are organized

and current trends all over the country because these people are going

to go where the opportunities are.

Comments In addition to the on-campus course work and practicum,

t might be advisable to assign people to a state depaatment for six

weeks or so for a kind of internship. Or they could be assigned to a

good supervisor who is working in a school program to just nee the

many activities of a auperviaor.

Comment: I think it's very hard for anyone when they are first

appointed as a supervisor or administrator to Hdeal with the multi-

crisis" types of situations that a superviaor deals with from minute to

minute, the tremendoua relationships you have with profeasional groups,

the contacts with the public, etc. Hog do you budget your time in such

a way that you are able to divide Your time between the immediate "brush-

fire needu and the longer term activity. At this point, supervisors in

many instances are "fire-putter-outers." You must have a tremendou0

flexibility.to ewitch from one major event to another within a five-

MinUte period. I don't know how you teach this.

Comment: I saw the technique of role-playing used in working out

this kind Of experience.
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Comment: I would certainly say that this Conference is a step in

the right direotion. I assumed the job as supervisor after basically

eight years of experience as a clinician and up to that time I couldn't

credit one single hour of cour _
work anywhere related to the specifies

of the job. I think the ideas presented here are a good start but per-

haps the complexity of the job makes it more appropriate to offer it to

a person who has had experience.

Comment: I like the ideal of Small groups getting some experience

and then coming back and exchanging information. Perhaps there would

be a value in a course of this type in the training program at the

Master's level, followed by a summer workshop or an in-depth program

including some of the activities discussed. What would happen if you

todk a group of people who wanted to be supervisors or had just been

appointed to the job and, in a seminar Setting, posed some structured

problems drawn from people who are supervieors and let them work through

them. Of course, you can't program in all the interruptions and demands

bat you can certainly do some of the basic things.

Comments Perhaps an adaptation of micro-teaching would be useful.

I think it is aleo a good idea to get students to work with real on-the-

job supervisors, to follow them around and perhaps be involved in making

some decisions. I never had any basics in supervision and what I learned

I learned from the person who preceded me.

Moderators Most of ths things I hear you talking about are admi

strattve. Are most of you both supervisor and administrator?

Answer (from gr:rup): Yee.
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Nbderator: Or are wo +alking about training for activities which

relate clirectly to the clinician-client relationship?

Comment: In our group yesterday we put the items that Jean Anders

had listed on her questionnaire about the role of the eupervisor into ft

matrix and we found that practically all of those activities fell into

the area of program management. Very little dealt with clients.

Moderator: But one of the mo,t common complaints wa hoax fro4 Emu-

dents who come back after employment in the schools is, "There was no

one to help me." Is helping them the role of the supervisor and do we

reed to look at this in our training program?

Comment: I think flexibility is one of our major attributes if

we're doing a good job. We are supervisors and administrators and co-

ordinators and we are paid for the judgment of knowing what we need to

be at a particular time.

Comment: I think in larger programs the responsibility is even-

tually going to be divided so that we will have an administrator of

speech and hearing and a supervisor.

Moderator: But, in giving our attention to a training program, do

we have to decide which it is we are traininga supervisor or an

administrator?

Comments I don't think you can divide it anymore than you can say

that you train yoUr clinicians to work with voice probleme or cleft

palate. You're going to have to train initially to cover the multitude

of problens we've talked about and then individually that person is

going to have to apply that training to fit the situation.

151.,
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Comment: I agree with thio. I really don't think it's possible to

separate our various functions. For example, if we make out the assign-

ment of therapists to a school, that's administration. When ue go to

visit them in the school it may then be superviesion. But while we're

there we may taIk with the principal about some adminietrative problem

or relate to some other profession. Or you may have some particular

clinical Skill which you demonstrate and then you are a clinician.

Comment: In a course in supervision which I took we were told to

think of it as being sueer-vision--an overall, large picture as opposed

to the smaller parts.

Comment: I think all of these kinds of experiences could be put on

the graduate level In many courses or many seminars. I can't pee one

course designed to do all of this. I think the body of knowledge we've

been talking about would be helpful to anyone in the field, not just

those who would aspire to be a supervisor/administrator.

Comment: Maw supervisors that I've talked to seem to apend a lot

ef time in proposal writing or grant writing. Perhaps that should be

part of the body of knowledge.

Comment: One way that we might be able to get Some on-the-job

trainia, lAs through some of the title projects where you might choorms

an outstanding olinician and have him administer and supervise.

Comments We hope to do this with title projects and to revise tae

curriculum so that we can give all of our Heaters and advanced students

some grounding in a supervising-administering type of orientation in

some kind of setting outside the univerpity. This will help prepare

the person who early elects administration or supervision as a gaal and

it will provide the practioum experience se well as the course work.
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Mbderator: We have come to the time where we must terminate this

discussion. We apparently are agreed, as a group, that we must give some

attention to the training of eupervisor administrators in'our field and

that it aan be done, oven though we do not have all the answers at this

point. It is gratifying to know that Some programs have begun some

efforts in this direction.
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Group Disounsiong

Prior to the Conference on Sumervision of Speech Ma Hearing a2-

gmag in the Schools, two kinds of communication wore received by the

Director of the Conference from supervisors in speech and hearing pro-

grams throughout the countryapplications on which supervisors were

asked to indicate their r -one for desiring to attend the Conference

and a questionnaire which was sent to supervisors on which they indi-

cated their needs and problems.

From these two communications it was obvioue that individuals now

working in supervisory roles in speech, language and hearing programs

in the scliools have common problemar_knowledge-about these problems

which is probably not possessed to any degree by any other group, and

a great desire for communication with other individuals in poeitions

eimilar to their own. It seemed obvious, then, that there would be

value in providing opportunitiee for the participants to exchange in-

formation in email group sessions. Such sessions were planned, there-

fore, to discuss those topics which occurred often on the applications

and questionnairee.

Each group session was summarized and, before the close of the

conference, chairmen and recorders were responsible for coMbining all

summaries into a coneeneas statement on each topic which was approved

by the entire group These consensus statements are repwted here.

155
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Topic I - Rationale for Employment of Supervisore
in Speech, Language and Hearing Programa

When a school system employs more than one clinician to provide

speech, language and hearing services, a certified and experienced pro-

fessional person in that field should be appointed uith the authority

to administer, coo,linate and Oupervise the program. The benefits to

a speech, language and hearing program of employing such a person would

be:

A. To insure quality control of speech, language and hearing
services through

1. Continuing evaluation of the effectiveness of the clinical
services.

2. Continuing professional in-service training of the staff.

3. Serving as a resource consultant in clinical matters.

4. Serving as a reeource for recruitment and employment
procedures.

B. To insure efficient delivery of the speech, language and hearing
services through

1. Developing and coordinating administrative and organiza-
tional functIcno throughout the school system as they relate
to the speech, language and hearing program.

2. Developing and disseminating procedural information (to
clinicians, local administrators, teachers and parents).

C. To implement Speech, language and hearing services within the
philoaophy and goals of the total educational system through

1. Communioating.goals of the speech, language and hearing
program horizontally and vertically within the staff.

2. Providing a resource for other professional persons on the
educational staff.
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D. To stimulate program development and innovation through co-
operating with other supervisors and directors in the solution
of common problems and to be responsive to the developing
needs of school and community.

Due to tbe highly technical nature of the remediation of problems

of the speech, language and hearing handicapped population it is essen-

tial that a person employed for this position meet local, state and

national certification standards in the field of speech, language and

hearing.
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Topic II - The Role of the Supervisor

The major roles of the supervisor are to manage, evaluate and in-

novate programs for the communicatively handicapped children and youth

within the community. At all times the welfare of ohildren with speech,

hearing or language disordere is the reason for the supervisor's activi-

ties. Through systematic analysis of childrenle needs and judgment

based on specialized knowledge and decision-making procedures, the su-

pervisor develops and maintains ciAlm.lity speech, language and hearing

programs. Among the activities in which the supervieor should be

involved are: 1.) the selection of personnel, 2.) evaluation of the

clinical process, 3.) acquisition e support from service-oriented and

financial resources, 4.) reeponsiliaity for communication procedures

within the school ae they relate '6o the speech, language and hearing

Impaired, and application and Integration of the program into the total

educational program. The empltasis on any one facet of the supervisor's

responeibilities may be affected by the size of the community, history

of the community'e speec;11, language and hearing programs, and the ed-

ucational commitment3 of the particular school district.
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Topic III - Chaaoteristioe of the Supervisee

THE SUPERVISEE

A profile of an idoal eupervisee will include epecific professional

knowledge and akills ae well aa positive personal qualities.

PROFESSIONAL KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS:

Knowledge and application of skills appropriate to the employment

facility and necessary to function clinically, instructionally
and administratively as a apeech or language pathologist and/or

audiologist.

- State Certification in Speech/Ienguage/Hearing and/or The Ameri-

can Speech and Hearing Association's Certificate of Clinical

Competence.

PERSONAL QUALITIES:

- Professional commitment, attitudes and motivation to continue

to grow profeasionally.

- Other personal qualities such as flexibility, ability to work
independently, creativity, self knowledge/evaluation, responsi-
bility, eansitivity, dspendability, and the ability to communicate

effectively.

159
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Topic IV - The Leadership Role of the Sup_rvisor
in innovative Programming

One of the functions of the supervisor of a speech, language and

hearing program is to promote and develop innovative programs in the

schoole which will better meat the neede of children. Thin role may

be facilitated by the following procedures:

1. Have an awareness of trends in general education, including
interpretations at the local level.

2. Provide information and expertise to those involved in making
educational decilsions.

3. Apply problem solving techniques to Implement innovative pro-
grams.

Secure commitment of staff members by utilizing committees
(a) to study the problems, (b) to show needs, (c) to give
evidence of inadequacies in current program, and (d) to
suggest changes and implementations.

Utilize resources outside the speech, language and hearing area
in the school setting--classroom teachers, psychological eer-
vice personnel, social workers, reading specialists, health
service personnel, and othereto meet the total needs of
children.

6. Obtain supplementary professional support for necessary inno-
vations by making use of resources outside the School setting--
state and local speech and hearing associations, state univer-
sities, and etate departments of education.

7. Continue an innovative program long enough to develop valid
evaluative criteria, to evaluate its effectiveness, and to
retain that which is found ueeftil.

S. Wke known the results of innovative programs to the staff of
the apeech, language and hearing program, administrators, the
local community, and interested professional personnel.

160
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Ideae for ltive programs that might be developed:

1. Utilize video tape for; (a) language programs to reach pre-

school children and their parents, (b) claesroom speech and

language programming, (c) therapy sessions, (d) parent edu-

cation, and (3) in-service training.

Utilize media ouch ae films, slides, tape recordere, angle

concept loopo, and radio-telephone hook-ups.

Upgrade the speech and hearing program by planning and at-

tending profesaional meetings; by evaluating and choosing

different methods of w'reening, selection, scheduling, and

therapy; and by encouraging continuing education of the

clinical staff.

4. Hake Uele of university resources to facilitate research based

on local needs in the public echools.
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Topic V - Effective Relationships With School Administrators

Discuseion of the topic of effective relationships with school

administrators eventually led each group to conclude that effective

relationships are a direct result of effective communication. There-

fore, it would appear that this topic really should be entitled Effec-

tive Oommunioatione WItb School Administrators.

As communication experts, we are aware that effective communioa-

tione must be free of as much distortion as poesible. Distortion in

the communication channel between members of the speech pathology and

audiology profession and sohool adminietrators does exist.

One reason for this distortion mgy be the contrasting backgrounds

of those involved. Dr. Lowell Rose, a eohool administrator involved in

the 1966 Conference on supervision, clearly indioated why distortion

may exist when he etated, "You are speoialists, expert in a particular

area, and my concern ie for the total school program." (Rose, Institute

on Supervision of Speech and Hearing Programs in the Public Sdhools,

1966.) Because we are trying to effectively execute our basic responsi-

bilities, we tend to forget that we are an integral part of the educa-

tional program. These basic responsibilities are the same regardlese

of where they are performed. If these reeponeibilities are to bs carried

out effectively in the schools we must have a distortion-free oommunica-

tion system.

Distortion in the form of misunderstanding is inevitable when ad-

ministrators are not made aware of the diverse responsibilitien of the

speech, language and hearing personnel in the school's. A oommonly
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distorted concept, for example, involves the "personal freedom" that

itinerant pereonnel appear to have. What appears to be "freedom" is,

in reality, a more demanding type of responsibility than that of our

fellow professionals in the schools. Because of our "freedom" we muet

present ourselvee professionally through punctual and consistent

maintenance of our commitment to provide clinical services to speech,

language and hearing handicapped children in the schools. In doing so,

we reduce the amount of distortion which in turn results in effective

professional relationships.

Distortion in the communication between our profession and school

administrators must be diminished at various levels of the educational

structure. To achieve this goal the following recommendations are mad

to clinicians!, supervieors (both state and local) and professional

organizations:

_CLINICIANS

1. The individual clinician can communioate moat effectively with edu

cators and administrators through conscientious program organization

and administration. A success/0i program reflects adherence to a

regular schedule and the maintenance of written records and reports.

Positive relationships and communications with parents and other
professionals in the school are objectives sought by any responsible

clinician.

2. Unfavorable paxental attitudes will adversely affect relationships

with administrators. Poeitive parental attitudes+ will resUlt in a

more effective program. These parental attitudes, referred to as
"Parent Power" during this Conference, can be developed through an

on-going program of:

a. effeotive therapy
b. personal parental conferences
c. parent information publications
d. presentations to organizations such as P.T.A., Civic groups, etc.
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SUPERVISORS

1. State Supervisors of speech, language end hearing programs are en-
couraged to keep all school administrators and local supervisors
of speech, language and hearing programa informed of regulations,
guidelines, and recent legislative action through the use of advi-
sory oommittees, newsletters, and publioations.

State Supervisors Should become actively involved in otate-vide
meetings of school administrators aa a means of informing them
about rationale for the:

a. speech, language and hearing program as it relates to the total
educational process

b. innovative programa
0. recent trends

State Sapervisors ahould provide liaison service to the universities
preparing educational administratora to inform the university of the
need for prospective administrators to underatand the ipportance of
integrating the apeeoh, language and hearing progrmm into the total
eduoational'program.

Local Satprxisora of speech, language and hearing programs should
make personal contacts periodically with all administrators (state
and local) in their programs by means of:

a. personal conferences
b. regional meetings
C. aocial-profeesional activities

Local Sutervispre should establish effective relationshipts with uni-
versities and collegee to encourage education of future adminiatra-
tors in the philosophy and objectives of speech, language and
hearing programs.

Local Superviecra :Should actively involve administrators in program
planning and evaluation through formulation of written policy and
procedures.

ReL
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PROFESSIONAL ORGANI2ATI - national, state and local.

agamunal Organizations are encouraged to invite adminietrators

to attend speech and hearing meetings and conferences.

1k2fgagIsmal .Crwalizstions
should encourage administrators to be-

come program participants in speech and hearing meetings and con,

ferences to provide administrators
the opportunity to present their

views on the integration of speech, hearing and language programs

into the total educational process.

Ex2gualgnal gkeallagam should encourage members to submit arti-

cles for publication in Journals which will eventually be placed in

the hands of school administrators.
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Mrs. Eleanor Bywaters
1233 Jackson ?ark Place Apt. A
Seymour, Indiana 47474
Supervisor, Speech and Hearing

Program and Clinician
Bartholomew Consolidated School

Corporation
ColuMbus, Indiana

Miss Nancy C. Chambers
221 Sealing Boulevard
San Antonio, Texac 78228
CoordinatorSpeech, Language

and Hearing Services
Northsids Independent School

Diatrict

Dr. Sara B. Conlon
K-319, Department of Education
Tallahassee, Florida 32304
Consultant, Speech and Hearing
State of Florida Department of

Education

Mr. Thomle J. Costello
WestMorelend County Special

Education
409 Coulter Avenue
South Oreeneburg, Pennsylvania 15601
Supervisor of Speech and Hearing
Westmoreland County PUblic Sohoole

Mr. Stan D4blineke
Grimes State Office Building
Des Moines, Iowa 50319
Coneultant, Clinical SpfJech Service's
Iowa State Department of Public

Instruction

1 6

Mies Gloria L. Ehgnoth
3309 The Alameda
Baltimore, Maryland 21218
Supervisor of Special Education--

Office of Communication
Disorders

Baltimore County Board of Educators

Mrs. Margaret E. Faulle
11712 Briggs Court
Fairfax, Virginia 22030
Assietant Supervisor, Special

A.C.A0 TTT

Fairfax County Public Schoole

Mrs. Clare O. Fischer
1000 East Buchanan Street
Plainfield, Indiana 46168
Speech and Hearing Consultant
Indianapolis Public Schools

Dr. Richard Ham
58 Eden Place
Athens, Ohio 45701
Director, School of Hearing and

Speech Sciences
Ohio University

Miss Francee Johneon
Univereity of Illinois
601 East John Street
Champaign, Illinois 61820
Stiperviaor, Student Teaching,

Speech Correction; Clinical
Supervisor

University of Illinois Speech
Clinic
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Mr. Donald S. Keeney
3221 North Thorn Avenue
Merced, California 95340
Coordinator, Speech and Hearing

Services
Merced County Sohools Office

We. Nancy F. Knight
11101 Hermitage Hill Road
St. Louis, Mieeouri 63131
Supervisor, Speech Staff
Special Sohool District of

St. Louis County
9820 Manchester Road, Rook Hill,

Missouri

Mrs. Betty Lunch
319 North William
South Bend, Trdisna 46601
Coordinator, Speech and Hearing

Department
South Bend Community School

Corporation

Mrs. Rana MhNianus
Rt. 3, Box 404
Opelousas, Louisiana 70570
Director, ppeeoh and Hearing Services
St. Landry Parish School Board

Mies Betty J. Mouk
700 Riddle Road #606
Cincinnati, Ohio 45220
Supervising Teaoher
Cincinnati Public Schools

Mre. Susan Nhlhern
9848 Walden Parkway
Chicago, Illinois 60643

. Clinical Supervisor
Northwestern University
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Mrs. Barbara E. Murray
208 Scott Apt. N
Connell Bluffs, IOW. 51501
Coordinator of Speech and Hearing

Services
Council Bluffs Community Schoole

Mrs. Margaret Pearson
Box 112-A, TTU
Cookeville, Tenneasee 38501
Supervisor, Programs for

EXoeptional Children
Tennessee State Department of

Edueation

Mrs. Kathleen Pendergast
Speech and Hearing, ROOM 119--

Special Education
550 Mercer
Seattle, Washington 98109
Supervisor of Speeoh and Hearing
Seattle Public Schools

Dr. Theodore J. Peters
Department of Communicative

Disorders
905 University Avenue
Radieon, Wisconsin 53706
Assistant Professor of

Communicative Disorders,
Chrriculum and Instruction

We. Margaret R. Ball
112 North 35th Street
Terre Haute, Indigna 47803
Chairman, Speech and Hearing
Vigo County Sdhool Corporation

Mrs. Linda S Ramsey
1930 N.W. llth Road
Oaineeville, Florida 32601
Coordinator, Speech and Hearing

Servioes, Alachua County Sohools
Alachua County School Board



Mies Mary Du Robertson
2100 Pontiac, Lake Road
Pontiac, ;Aohigan 48504
Supervisor, Speech Clinic
Oakland County. Schools

Mrs. Alpha S. Rogers
School City of Gary
620 East 10th Place
Gary, Indiana 46402
Consultant, Speoial Education
School City of Gary

Mr. Larry Russell
P.O. Box 29
AUburn, Nebraaka 68305
Director, Speech and Hearing
Eduoational Service Unit #4
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Nre. Victoria T. Street
2908 Tulip Street N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20012
Assistant Director, Speech

Correction and Hearing Center
D. C. PUblic Schools

Mies Carol M. Thomas
3131 Mb.plc Grove Road
MUSkegon, Michigan 49441
Superviaor of Speech Therapy
Milekegon Public Schools

Mx. Robert J. Wedl
Fourth FloorSpecial Education
Centennial Building
St. Paul, lennesota 55101

Services Conaultant tor State Department of
Education (Special Education

State of Minneaota, Department
of Education

Mr. Glenn Smith
Orange County Department of FducatLon
1104 Civic Center Drive West
Santa Ana, California 92701
Coordinator, Speech and Hearing
Orange Comity Department of Education

Mrs. Bette R. Spriesterabaoh
W.J. Speech and Hearing Center
University of Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa 52240
Coordinator, Special Planning Project
University of Iowa
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Mr. Frederiek W. Wolf
37 South Broadway
Nyack, New York 10960
Director-Coordinator
Rockland County Speech and Hearing

Center, PUblic Schools
(Nyadk, N.Y.)

Miss Mary Lovey Wood
Speech Building 1
The University of Texas at Austin
Austin, Texas 78712
Assistant Supervisor
The University of Texae at Austin

Speech end Hearing Clinic


